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Office of Regulations and Interpretations
Employee Benefits Security Administration
Room N-5655
U.S. Department of Labor
200 Constitution Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20210

RE: RIN1210–AB90, Electronic Disclosure by Employee Benefit Plans

Dear Sir or Madam:

The SPARK Institute Inc. strongly supports the Department of Labor’s (the “Department’s”) proposed electronic delivery safe harbor for retirement plan notices and disclosures. The SPARK Institute shares the Department’s belief that the proposed safe harbor will make retirement plan notices and disclosures more effective, more useful, and less costly for retirement savers. Ultimately, these benefits will improve outcomes for millions of Americans who work hard to save for a financially secure retirement. As further detailed in this letter, however, we also believe that the Department can and should make modifications to its proposal to further reduce costs and improve the effectiveness of disclosures generally. Accordingly, we strongly encourage the Department to adopt our recommendations as part of any final regulations.

The SPARK Institute represents the interests of a broad-based cross section of retirement plan service providers and investment managers, including banks, mutual fund companies, insurance companies, third party administrators, trade clearing firms, and benefits consultants. Collectively, our members serve approximately 95 million employer-sponsored plan participants.

In addition to the comments below, we are also attaching an updated study examining the many benefits that would result from the expanded use of electronic delivery. Quantria Strategies prepared this new 2019 study for the SPARK Institute to update the projected cost savings that would result from the expanded use of electronic delivery and to explore a wide range of other benefits associated with the increased use of electronic communications. The study’s findings, which are briefly summarized below, draw upon empirical data provided by our members and clearly demonstrate how the increased use of electronic delivery can significantly improve the retirement readiness of American workers.
I. **Electronic Delivery Makes Disclosures More Effective, Less Costly, and Improves Participant Outcomes**

While, as discussed below, our letter contains some very important suggestions for clarifications and improvements to the proposal in later sections, we felt it critical to begin by explaining why, at a high level, the Department’s efforts in this area will improve outcomes while ensuring important participant protections.

**Electronic Delivery Makes Disclosures More Effective.** The SPARK Institute has long supported legislative and regulatory efforts to allow plan administrators to make electronic delivery the default delivery method for retirement plan notices and disclosures, while also preserving the option to receive paper without any additional direct charge. Allowing plan sponsors to use default electronic delivery would help overcome the inertia that currently results in many plan participants remaining in default paper delivery despite their comfort with electronic delivery. The SPARK Institute believes that electronic delivery makes disclosures more effective by providing participants constant real-time access to information about their retirement benefits and other online tools that can assist with retirement planning. Electronic delivery also allows retirement savers to more easily access their benefit statements and search for relevant information. In addition, electronic delivery enables plan sponsors to improve communications with plan participants by linking to financial wellness opportunities and educational materials.

**Electronic Delivery Makes Disclosure Less Costly for Retirement Savers.** Electronic delivery also creates significant cost savings. According to a 2019 study prepared for the SPARK Institute by Quantria Strategies, default electronic delivery reduces printing, mailing, and storage costs for plan administrators. These reduced costs will significantly benefit individual retirement savers. In fact, according to the 2019 Quantria study, an estimated $250 to $450 million in savings will accrue directly to plan participants annually if plan administrators are permitted to deliver required notices and disclosures electronically by default. The Quantria study also calculated that participants could increase their retirement savings by nine percent during the accumulation phase due to an increase in their net investment returns resulting from reduced costs from electronic delivery of plan documents.

**Electronic Delivery Improves Participant Outcomes.** Not only does electronic delivery make disclosure more effective and less costly, according to empirical data collected from our members, electronic delivery can also meaningfully improve participant outcomes in terms of savings rates and participant engagement. These improvements are reflected in the outcomes for
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1. 2015 Telephone Survey Conducted by Greenwald & Associates for the SPARK Institute (finding that 84 percent of plan participants think it is acceptable to make electronic delivery the default option (with the option to opt-out at no direct cost to the participant)).
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all participant populations, regardless of age and regardless of whether documents are delivered electronically to new or existing participants.

- **Savings Rates.** According to the 2019 Quantria study, the average deferral rates for plan participants with electronic delivery was at least 25 percent higher than for those not using electronic delivery.\(^4\) Although this higher deferral rate may, in part, be attributed to the fact that individuals who affirmatively elect to receive electronic disclosures are also more likely to be engaged in their personal retirement planning, the Quantria study states that, even accounting for those circumstances, higher deferral rates are tied to electronic delivery because it is “likely that electronic communication provides a stimulus or a nudge to encourage participants” to view their accounts and make necessary changes to those accounts.\(^5\) This is evidenced by the fact that, even among populations of participants who received disclosures electronically, participants with four or more electronic communications increased deferral rates at higher rates than those that were not digitally engaged.\(^6\)

- **Participant Engagement.** The Quantria study also presents empirical evidence indicating that participants are more likely to access their account through a provider website after switching to the electronic delivery of their statements.\(^7\) After accessing their accounts online, participants are able to engage with various online tools that help participants understand the adequacy of their retirement savings and their overall financial wellness. Again, the Quantria study attributes this improvement to the fact that electronic delivery enables participants to receive electronic nudges to view their accounts.

- **Missing Participants.** Electronic delivery allows for uninterrupted notice of and access to retirement plan documents for both active and separated participants who move their physical addresses without informing the plan administrator. Under the proposal, notifications can be delivered to a personal electronic address, which is more likely to remain a permanent address than a physical mailing address, thereby avoiding missing participant issues.

### II. **THE DEPARTMENT’S PROPOSAL STRIKES AN APPROPRIATE BALANCE**

The SPARK Institute commends the Department for proposing an electronic delivery framework that strikes an appropriate balance among what can be, at times, competing policy goals – i.e., improving communications for participants who are comfortable receiving documents electronically and preserving the right to paper for participants who prefer traditional delivery methods.

\(^4\) Id. at 26.

\(^5\) Id.

\(^6\) Id.

\(^7\) Id. at 27.
As stated above, the expanded use of electronic delivery will make retirement plan disclosures more effective and improve participant outcomes for participants who are comfortable receiving communications electronically. Moreover, consistent with the President’s order to reduce the costs and burdens associated with retirement plan notices and disclosures, the Department’s proposal will also create significant cost savings for retirement plan participants.

Also consistent with the directives from other Presidential orders to limit new regulatory costs, the SPARK Institute is pleased with the flexibility extended to plan administrators through the proposed safe harbor. By designing a safe harbor that is completely voluntary and allowing plan administrators to continue relying on the Department’s 2002 electronic delivery regulations, the Department’s proposal offers plan administrators flexibility in a way that will not require additional burdens or costs for plans to comply with the existing regulations. In a similar regard, the SPARK Institute commends the Department for issuing a proposal that will allow plan administrators to apply the new safe harbor exclusively to employees that are not covered by the 2002 regulations, thus avoiding the challenge of having to comply with the proposed safe harbor’s conditions for employees who provide affirmative consent or that are “wired at work,” in accordance with existing rules. This is a critical feature of the Department’s proposed safe harbor and we strongly encourage the Department to preserve this limited application of the new safe harbor conditions in any final regulations.

We also understand from our members that participants who register for and regularly engage through their plan’s secure web portal are less susceptible to fraud. Plans and service providers have developed multi-factor authentication procedures to prevent fraud through these online systems, in addition to the anti-fraud measures that are employed by our members to prevent fraud through more traditional communication channels, like call centers and mail. By fostering the electronic delivery of notices and disclosures required by the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (“ERISA”), the SPARK Institute believes that the Department’s proposed safe harbor will increase online engagement by retirement plan participants, thereby extending additional anti-fraud protections to those participants.

We believe the proposal appropriately facilitates electronic delivery, while ensuring important protections for plan participants and beneficiaries. Most notably, for participants who prefer to receive retirement-related disclosures in paper, the proposed safe harbor creates a right for participants to request documents in paper at any time without any charge and requires plan administrators to notify participants of this right. For the benefit of these participants, the proposed safe harbor also requires plan administrators to send an initial paper notice, which is not required under the Department’s existing electronic delivery regulations, alerting participants to the fact that: (a) documents will be furnished electronically; (b) the individual has a right to request paper versions of the documents; and (c) an explanation of how the individual can exercise that right. The SPARK Institute has long-supported these types of protections, especially the right to receive paper at no additional direct charge.

Beyond the initial paper notice and right to request paper, the SPARK Institute also supports other proposed conditions that are intended to promote the likelihood that participants and beneficiaries actually receive notices and disclosures, and the conditions that will ensure
participants can readily access their documents. Specifically, the SPARK Institute supports the proposed condition that would require plan administrators to have systems that alert the administrator of invalid or inoperable electronic addresses. This condition will provide current and former employees with an important level of protection. Further, the SPARK Institute supports the condition that will require plan administrators to keep documents posted online until it is appropriate to remove them. The SPARK Institute agrees that these requirements are common sense protections, although, as noted below, we have some suggestions for clarifications and improvements. Also, in this regard, we encourage the Department to provide administrators the flexibility to define systems and procedures that work best for their plans and participants.

Finally, the SPARK Institute commends the Department for recognizing the changing nature of communication and increased internet access since the Department last published regulations on the use of electronic media in 2002. More than ever, Americans have access to, and are comfortable, conducting financial business online. The expansion of broadband internet and the proliferation of smartphones, in particular, have created a landscape that makes it appropriate for the Department to foster default electronic delivery. In this regard, the SPARK Institute appreciates how the preamble to the Department’s proposed safe harbor expressly recognizes the important technological developments that have been summarized in multiple reports commissioned by SPARK, including the fact that 99 percent of retirement plan participants have internet access at home or work.\(^8\)

III. THE DEPARTMENT’S PROPOSED SAFE HARBOR

Notwithstanding the SPARK Institute’s strong support for the Department’s proposal, we have also identified areas where the proposal’s solid foundation can be improved and areas where additional clarification would help our members implement the Department’s final rules. These recommendations and suggestions are discussed in more detail below. We believe that, if these recommendations and suggestions are adopted, the Department can issue regulations that further reduce costs, increase efficiencies, and improve participant outcomes.

A. Allow Paper Notices of Internet Availability

As an initial matter, before discussing our more technical comments on the proposal, we want to first urge the Department to reconsider whether it would be appropriate to expand the safe harbor to allow plan administrators to furnish the notice of internet availability (“NOIA”) through the mail in paper form. Because the proposed safe harbor is conditioned on a plan administrator obtaining and sending notices to a participant’s electronic address – whether email address or smartphone number – it does not envision a plan administrator that posts documents online and sends a NOIA to a participant in paper through the mail. The SPARK Institute urges the Department to reconsider this limitation and finalize safe harbor rules that permit default
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\(^8\) 2015 Telephone Survey Conducted by Greenwald & Associates for the SPARK Institute.
electronic delivery for individuals who receive a NOIA by paper through the mail, provided the safe harbor’s otherwise applicable conditions are satisfied.9

The Department previously endorsed this delivery method for pension benefit statements through Field Assistance Bulletin (“FAB”) 2006-03 and we believe it would also be consistent with the electronic delivery methods permitted under regulations published by the Treasury Department and Internal Revenue Service (“IRS”). Further, the SPARK Institute believes that a paper NOIA that alerts participants of their rights to request paper documents protects participants who are not comfortable receiving, or do not wish to receive, retirement plan documents electronically. As explained below, this option will be particularly important if the Department eliminates any of the alternative delivery methods previously endorsed by the Department, like the methods described in FAB 2006-03 and FAB 2008-03. However, as noted in detail in Section V, below, we recommend that the Department preserve FAB 2006-03.

B. Notice and Access Framework

Under the proposed “notice and access” framework, the administrator of a pension plan would be treated as satisfying its obligation to furnish covered documents to covered individuals if the administrator: (1) sends an initial paper notice of electronic delivery to covered individuals; (2) makes the covered documents available online; and (3) sends a NOIA to a participant’s electronic address each time a covered document is posted online, subject to an exception for consolidating NOIAs. The following comments summarize the issues we have identified with respect to this proposed framework.

- **Welfare Plans.** Many of SPARK’s members administer health and welfare benefit plans and we understand that representatives of plan sponsors are seeking to have the Department extend its proposed safe harbor to health and welfare plans. The SPARK Institute strongly supports those comments and encourages the Department to take them seriously. If, however, the Department needs additional time to consider delivery methods for health and welfare plans, the SPARK Institute encourages the Department to finalize its proposed safe harbor for retirement plans without delay and then separately propose rules addressing health and welfare plans. One member suggested that, if documents with respect to welfare plans for which the Department shares jurisdiction with other agencies (such as for group health plans) require additional study, the Department could incorporate other welfare plans into the final regulation while the various agencies work to resolve any issues relating to those documents. Regardless, the SPARK Institute does not support delaying a final regulation for resolution of such issues.

- **Initial Paper Notice.** In order to rely on the proposed safe harbor, a plan administrator must furnish an initial paper notice to each covered individual
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9 To achieve this result, the Department would have to expand the definition of “covered individual” to include individuals who receive a NOIA through traditional mail and permit plan administrators to furnish a NOIA through traditional mail.
indicating: (a) documents will be furnished electronically; (b) the individual has a right to request paper versions of the documents; and (c) an explanation of how the individual can exercise that right.

The SPARK Institute recommends that the Department create and publish a model for this initial paper notice that plan administrators can use to satisfy their initial obligation. However, any such model should be completely optional for plan administrators and the Department should not delay a final rule to develop this model. Unlike other notifications contemplated by the proposed safe harbor, the initial paper notice generally will not vary based on the circumstances of individual plans or participants, and therefore, it lends itself to an optional model from the Department.

The SPARK Institute also asks the Department to consider whether an initial paper notice should be necessary for any participants who have already affirmatively consented to receive documents electronically in accordance with the Department’s 2002 electronic delivery regulations. For participants who have already affirmatively consented to electronic delivery, we do not think the one-time paper notice should be necessary.

- Notice of Internet Availability. The proposal anticipates that the NOIA will be sent as a single electronic communication containing certain elements. The SPARK Institute commends the Department for designing a safe harbor that will permit notices to be delivered to a smartphone number, in addition to an email address. This broad approach is consistent with the Department’s goal of technical neutrality and we strongly encourage the Department to preserve delivery options designed around smartphone numbers in its final regulations.

Nevertheless, we also encourage the Department to look forward and permit the use of additional technologies to send the NOIA in ways that we may not currently use or even anticipate using. The bipartisan Receiving Electronic Statements to Improve Retiree Earnings (“RETIRE”) Act, which the SPARK Institute has long supported, has an elegant solution to accommodate future technological advancements. Specially, the RETIRE Act would permit certain documents to be delivered to an electronic address or by “other electronic means reasonably calculated to ensure actual receipt of the material by the participant.” The SPARK Institute encourages the Department to adopt language that is identical, or similar, to the quoted language to describe the types of media that can be used to deliver a NOIA to participants. This type of language would promote technical neutrality and prevent the Department from having to undertake a future rulemaking project should the current means of electronic delivery change due to technological advancement.

To further make the proposal as future proof as possible, we also recommend that the Department allow the NOIA requirement to be satisfied, in certain circumstances, by

10 The RETIRE Act was introduced as H.R. 4610 and S. 3795 in the 115th Congress.
sending a simplified version of the NOI along with a link to the full NOI. This layered approach to the NOI is intended to promote technical neutrality for media that cannot accommodate every required element of the NOI. For example, if a text message or other medium cannot include every required element of the NOI because of character limitations, it would be helpful for the Department to clarify that a plan administrator can satisfy the safe harbor by sending a simplified version of the NOI along with a link to the full NOI.

The proposal asks whether a model NOI would be useful to plan administrators. Our members have expressed mixed views on whether it would be helpful for the Department to publish a model NOI. In a similar regard, some of our members believe it would be helpful for the Department to specifically offer standard descriptions of the documents that are identified in the NOIs, as required by Proposed Labor Reg. § 2520.104b-31(d)(3)(iii). Like the models that may be created for the initial paper notice, if the Department chooses to make models available, they should be completely optional and should not delay the Department’s publication of final regulations.

Finally, one of our members thought the Department should consider whether it would be appropriate for plan administrators, on an optional basis, to include information in a NOI that is not described in Proposed Labor Reg. § 2520.104b-31(d)(3). For example, it could be beneficial to allow plan administrators to provide a brief description of any material changes that have been made to the documents for which a NOI is being sent. This optional information could make it more likely that participants will take steps to access covered documents. In a similar regard, the Department could also permit, but not require, NOIs to include links to websites that provide summaries of the key information included in each of the required disclosures.

- **Consolidated Notice of Internet Availability.** As an exception to the requirement to have a NOI sent each time a covered document is posted online, the proposed safe harbor would permit a combined NOI for a certain subset of seven common and recurring documents. The preamble to the proposed safe harbor asks whether the Department should, instead of the explicit list of seven documents, adopt a principle-based or categorical approach to the covered documents that are eligible for the safe harbor through a consolidated notice.

The SPARK Institute believes that a set list of documents provides a firm guide for plan administrators on the covered documents that are most appropriate for a consolidated notice. In addition to this list, however, the SPARK Institute also encourages the Department to create a principles-based standard that would allow documents beyond the seven enumerated documents to satisfy the safe harbor through a consolidated notice. This principles-based approach would be particularly useful in the event that the Department creates any new disclosures that are not currently on the list but should be eligible for the consolidated NOI. As a starting point, the
Department should consider providing that any notice or disclosure that must be furnished at least once a year, rather than upon the occurrence of a particular event, and does not require action by a covered individual by a particular deadline, would be eligible to be included in the once-a-year NOIA.

- **Participant-Level Fee Disclosures (404a-5).** The SPARK Institute also asks the Department to expand the list of disclosures that are eligible for the consolidated NOIA by expressly adding the plan-related information that must be disclosed in accordance with Labor Reg. § 2550.404a-5(c). Although, Proposed Labor Reg. § 2520.104b-31(i)(5) would permit the investment-related disclosures required by Labor Reg. § 2550.404a-5(d) to appear on the consolidated NOIA, it does not extend similar treatment to the plan-related disclosures. The SPARK Institute believes that the plan-related disclosures required by Labor Reg. § 2550.404a-5(c) should generally be subject to the same delivery requirements as the investment-related disclosures required by Labor Reg. § 2550.404a-5(d).

- **Internet Website.** The proposed safe harbor would require plan administrators to ensure the existence of an internet website at which a covered individual is able to access covered documents, subject to certain standards. The SPARK Institute requests clarification on two issues relevant to this website requirement.
  
  o First, the SPARK Institute requests clarification that a plan administrator will satisfy the website requirement if a document is made available through a mobile app that connects to the internet, as long as all of the other proposed website standards are satisfied. In a similar regard, we also request that the Department clarify the internet website requirement to account for potential technology shifts in the future. Specifically, we ask the Department to clarify that the internet website element of the proposed safe harbor can be satisfied through the use of an “internet website or other internet or electronic information repository to which access has been granted to the intended recipient.”

  o Second, the SPARK Institute requests clarification on a plan administrator’s obligation to establish and maintain a website for posting covered documents. As proposed, the safe harbor says that “[t]he administrator must ensure the existence of an internet website at which a covered individual is able to access covered documents (emphasis added).” SPARK requests that the Department modify this standard so that plan administrators are required to “take measures reasonably calculated to ensure the existence of an internet website at which a covered individual is able to access covered documents.” This clarification would be consistent with the flexibility extended by the Department to the other technical standards specified in the proposed regulation. We appreciate the general flexibility offered in section (j) of the proposed regulations for “unforeseeable events or circumstances beyond the
control of the administrator,” but also believe additional clarification for the website condition would be helpful.

- **Online Document Postings.** According to the proposal, a covered document must remain available on a website until it is superseded by a subsequent version of the covered document. The preamble to the proposal asks whether a final rule would be clearer if a covered document must remain available online “until it is superseded by a subsequent version of the covered document or, if applicable, until it ceases to have continued relevance” (emphasis added).” The SPARK Institute believes that the final regulations should, consistent with the Department’s question, require a covered document to be available, “until it is superseded by a subsequent version of the covered document or, if applicable, until it ceases to have continued relevance.”

The SPARK Institute also strongly recommends that the Department make clear that the safe harbor’s requirement for covered documents to remain on a website for a certain period of time does not preclude a plan administrator from relying on the safe harbor when the administrator switches recordkeepers and certain documents will no longer be available through a former recordkeeper’s website.

Also, as a general matter, plan administrators should not be required to post a document online longer than the administrator is required to retain a document under ERISA’s general retention standards. Similarly, the SPARK Institute asks the Department to confirm that the safe-harbor’s requirement for documents to remain on the website for a specified duration does not otherwise affect the general document retention rules described in ERISA §§ 107 and 209.

- **Rehired Employees.** The proposed safe harbor does not address how plan administrators should handle elections made during previous rounds of employment by rehired employees. For example, consider an employee who elects to receive paper documents, instead of receiving documents through a “notice and access” system. If the employee separates from service and is rehired by the same employer, must the plan administrator continue to furnish documents in paper? Or, can the administrator provide the initial paper notice that would otherwise be sent to newly hired employees and satisfy its delivery obligations through the notice and access safe harbor, until the rehired employee elects to receive documents in paper?

- **Additional Verification Procedures upon Severance from Employment.** The proposed safe harbor is conditioned on a plan administrator taking measures that are reasonably calculated to ensure the continued accuracy of a participant’s electronic address when an individual who is an employee severs from employment. The SPARK Institute believes that this condition is unnecessary in light of the separate requirement for plan administrators to have systems for furnishing NOIAs that are “designed to alert the administrator of a covered individual’s invalid or inoperable electronic address.” If a participant receives a NOIA through an employer-provided electronic address, that address should become inoperable after the employee terminates employment. If a
participant receives a NOIA through an employee-provided electronic address, there is no reason to believe that the employee’s electronic address will be impacted by the employee’s termination and plan administrators should be able to assume employee-provided addresses are still valid. Accordingly, we request that the Department remove the “special rule for severance from employment” described in Proposed Labor Reg. § 2520.104b-31(h).

In the alternative, if this condition is retained in the final safe harbor, it would be very helpful to have some guidance on what such procedures might entail. For example, assume that, in connection with the plan administrator being informed that a participant has terminated employment, the plan sends a notice to the electronic address in the plan’s records, and a notice to the physical address in the plan’s records. This notice lists the electronic address on file and states that the plan administrator will assume that the electronic address will continue to be accurate unless the participant provides an updated electronic address. If the email neither bounces back, nor the participant provides a new electronic address, the plan administrator concludes that the electronic address is still accurate. As another example, suppose the plan administrator’s procedures assume that if the electronic address on file does not end with the company domain, the address is a personal email address and thus should continue to be treated as accurate (until it bounces back). We believe that these straightforward procedures are the kind of measures the Department has in mind. We ask the Department to provide clarification on the extent to which these measures would satisfy the safe harbor.

In addition, as we described above, another option that the plan administrator might utilize would be to send the NOIA in paper through regular mail. This would be particularly useful in the event that an employee experiences a severance from employment and the employer cannot verify an electronic address.

- **Covered Individuals.** The preamble to the proposed safe harbor indicates that the Department “intends to provide a sufficient level of flexibility to administrators” in determining whether a participant is a “covered individual” by virtue of the individual providing an electronic address to the plan administrator. The SPARK Institute commends the Department for stating this intended flexibility.

Nevertheless, the SPARK Institute also requests clarification on the extent to which a plan administrator can rely on an email address or smartphone number that is transferred between recordkeepers. Email addresses are often transferred from a plan’s prior recordkeeper to a new recordkeeper. We assume a new recordkeeper (on behalf of the plan administrator) can rely on that information, as recordkeepers do with other information like a physical address, but we are requesting that the Department clarify that a plan administrator can continue to rely on an electronic address provided directly to a recordkeeper, when the plan switches recordkeepers. A change in service provider should not require the plan administrator or new recordkeeper to independently solicit or verify the participant’s contact information,
in the same way that one recordkeeper can rely on the physical address in the plan’s records held by a prior recordkeeper. In a similar regard, the new recordkeeper should not be required to send an initial paper notice to participants simply because the plan sponsor has chosen to change service providers.

C. Paper Documents Upon Request

According to the proposal, “Covered individuals must have the right to opt out of electronic delivery and receive only paper versions of some or all covered documents (emphasis added).” The SPARK Institute agrees that participants should be able to request a paper copy of any requisite notice or disclosure free of any additional direct charge. We think it would be helpful, however, to slightly modify this requirement because the proposed safe harbor could be interpreted as requiring a plan administrator to permit participants to select on an ongoing basis, certain individual disclosures in paper and other documents electronically.

While we believe that some plan administrators and service providers will want to offer such an a la carte delivery option, we think other plan administrators will conclude that the cost to the plan of offering individual selection of documents outweighs the value to most participants. Thus, some plan administrators may conclude that a participant’s election for paper should be treated as a global election to receive all documents in paper form. Note that as a practical matter, most providers will continue to post documents on a plan’s secure website electronically even if a paper copy is sent.

Accordingly, the SPARK Institute recommends that the Department clarify the proposed safe harbor so that it can be satisfied if a plan administrator offers participants the right to receive, upon request: (1) individual documents in paper free of additional direct charge; and (2) all future covered documents in paper free of additional direct charge. Additionally, the Department should permit an a la carte paper delivery option to serve as an alternative to the delivery of all covered documents in paper free of additional direct charge. This should be an option regardless of whether the plan administrator gives participants a right to elect to receive every required notice and disclosure in paper on an individual basis or the plan administrator limits the types of documents that can be requested in paper on an ongoing basis.

As drafted, the Department’s proposal generally requires administrators to make paper documents available free of charge, without qualification. The SPARK Institute requests the Department clarify that individuals have a right to request paper documents free of any additional direct charge. Paper is not free; the only question is whether all participants should bear the cost of those who elect paper, or individual participants should bear that cost. We fully agree that participants should not be assessed any additional direct charge for requesting paper documents, but in a general business sense, the potential cost of any paper delivery services will likely factor into the pricing of any service agreement between plan administrators and their services providers. We believe that an express reference to “additional direct charges” will make clear that the general fees charged by service providers will not prevent reliance on the proposed safe harbor for electronic delivery.
IV. ALLOW DOCUMENTS TO BE DELIVERED DIRECTLY TO EMAIL ADDRESSES

The Department’s proposed safe harbor is based on a “notice and access” delivery framework. By its terms, it does not appear that a covered document can be delivered directly to covered individuals via email, either in the body of the email or as an attachment. Once a plan administrator has an electronic address to which a NOIA is delivered, it would seem odd not to be able to send the actual document to that address.

For a variety of reasons, most SPARK members will tend to use the “notice and access” model because the covered document can be maintained behind a secure web portal. If the covered document contains personal information, it is not a best practice to include it in the body of an email or as an attachment. However, there are other documents which are not specific to a plan participant, such as the summary plan description, summary of material modifications, and the summary annual report. Also, some documents may not be furnished by the plan’s service provider when it is the plan sponsor’s responsibility to do so. Plan sponsors often attach documents to emails when using the existing electronic delivery regulation with employees who regularly use a computer for work. We think the Department should consider expanding the safe harbor to cover this method of delivery. As with the proposed safe harbor, the email would need to include the important information contained in the NOIA, including the right to receive the document in paper at no additional direct charge.

In the alternative, the Department should clarify that covered documents can be sent via email, provided that all of the other safe harbor conditions are satisfied. Mechanically, this could work by allowing plan administrators to include covered documents as part of any NOIA sent via email, either in the body of the email or as an attachment. As proposed, the safe harbor requires the NOIA to be sent separately from any other documents. The Department should add an exception to this requirement for cases in which the covered document is included in the email.

V. PRESERVE FIELD ASSISTANCE BULLETIN 2006-03

As proposed, the safe harbor would supersede the portions of FAB 2006-03 that many of our members have relied upon to deliver pension benefit statements to retirement plan participants. Specifically, FAB 2006-03 permits plan administrators to deliver pension benefit statements electronically in one of three ways: (1) in accordance with the Department’s 2002 electronic delivery regulations; (2) in accordance with Treas. Reg. § 1.401(a)-21; or (3) in accordance with a continuous access model described in FAB 2006-03.

Our members are concerned that the elimination of the delivery methods described in FAB 2006-03, especially its continuous access delivery model for benefit statements, will significantly disrupt existing systems and procedures designed to deliver pension benefit statements in accordance with FAB 2006-03. Accordingly, the SPARK Institute strongly recommends that the Department preserve FAB 2006-03 by expressly extending the proposed regulatory safe harbor to cover pension benefit plan statements that are delivered in accordance with the requirements described in FAB 2006-03.
Preserving FAB 2006-03 is particularly important for plan administrators who have developed systems to deliver benefit statements by providing participants continuous access to benefit statement information, as opposed to “point-in-time” statements, through one or more secure websites. These continuous access websites provide information in a way that is more dynamic than a “point-in-time” quarterly benefit statement. Moreover, the delivery of pension benefit statements through a continuous access website is consistent with ERISA § 105(a)(2)(A)(iv), which allows pension benefit statements to “be delivered in written, electronic, or other appropriate form to the extent such form is reasonably accessible to the participant or beneficiary” (emphasis added). It is also consistent with the explanation offered by the Joint Committee on Taxation, which interpreted this quoted text to permit, for example, “benefit statements to be provided on a continuous basis through a secure plan website for a participant or beneficiary who has access to the website.”11 In proposing a new safe harbor to generally promote the use of electronic delivery for all ERISA-required notices and disclosures, we do not think the Department should limit the specific flexibility offered by Congress through ERISA § 105(a)(2)(A)(iv) for pension benefit statements.

Finally, one of the purposes of FAB 2006-03 was to provide interim guidance until the Department could propose regulations implementing the changes to ERISA § 105 made by the Pension Protection Act; these regulations have been delayed but continue to be on the Department’s agenda. At a minimum, FAB 2006-03 should continue to be fully applicable until the Department undertakes a rulemaking focused on ERISA’s benefit statement requirements.

If the Department does not entirely preserve the delivery methods described in FAB 2006-03, it should clarify that benefit statements may continue to be delivered by providing participants continuous access to benefit statement information through one or more secure websites, provided that the safe harbor’s other conditions are satisfied. As currently proposed, the Department’s notice and access safe harbor might be interpreted not to cover this type of delivery because it envisions the delivery of a covered document that is captured at a particular point in time and stored on a website until it is superseded by a subsequent version or, if applicable, until it ceases to have continued relevance.

VI. DOL, IRS AND SEC COORDINATION

A. IRS Coordination

The preamble to the proposed safe harbor says that the proposal is intended to align with Treas. Reg. § 1.401(a)-21(c) for applicable notices. Under that cited regulation, a plan may use an electronic medium to provide applicable notices required by the Internal Revenue Code (“Code”) to: (a) participants who have affirmatively consented to receive notices electronically; and (b) participants who have the “effective ability to access” electronically delivered notices, if
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11 Joint Committee on Taxation, Technical Explanation of H.R. 4, the "Pension Protection Act of 2006", as Passed by the House on July 28, 2006, and as Considered by the Senate on August 3, 2006 (JCX-38-06), August 3, 2006.
such participants are advised of their right to request the applicable notice in paper and the notice is provided to the recipient at no charge upon request.

As we understand the current IRS and proposed Department standards, a plan administrator that complies with the proposed Department safe harbor through a notice and access system will comply with the standard described in Treas. Reg. § 1.401(a)-21(c).\footnote{We do not, however, understand the opposite to be true. That is, a plan administrator who satisfies the standard described in Treas. Reg. § 1.401(a)-21(c) will not necessarily satisfy the standard described in the Department’s proposed safe harbor.} To promote greater certainty, we recommend that the Department seek confirmation from the Treasury Department and IRS that a plan administrator satisfying the Department’s proposed safe harbor will satisfy the IRS’s rules for electronically delivering notices to retirement plan participants under the “effective ability to access” standard.

Express clarification from the IRS and Department is particularly important for IRS and Department notices that are bundled together into a single document – e.g., a document that combines the annual notices necessary to satisfy the Code’s nondiscrimination safe harbors and ERISA’s qualified default investment alternative (“QDIA”) rules. Pursuant to FAB 2008-03, those annual notices can currently be delivered in a single communication using a single delivery standard – i.e., Treas. Reg. § 1.401(a)-21(c). Especially if the Department’s final safe harbor will supersede FAB 2008-03, administrators should have the comfort of knowing that these combined notices can continue to be delivered in reliance on a single regulatory delivery standard.

B. SEC Coordination

The SPARK Institute also encourages the Department to coordinate with the Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”) to clarify the extent to which the SEC is willing to treat the delivery of documents in accordance with the Department’s safe harbor rules as satisfying the SEC’s own delivery standards. This would be helpful, for example, in the case of a summary plan description that includes prospectus information for a plan that allows for investment in employer securities.

VII. EFFECTIVE DATE AND TRANSITION GUIDANCE

A. Effective Date

Under the Department’s proposal, the new electronic delivery safe harbor would become effective 60 days after publication in the Federal Register. However, the new safe harbor would not become applicable until the first day of the first calendar year following publication in the Federal Register. Assuming a normal rulemaking timeline, we expect this to mean that the new safe harbor, as proposed, will likely become applicable on January 1, 2021.
The SPARK Institute encourages the Department to adopt a single effective and applicability date that would make the new safe harbor effective and applicable 60 days after publication in the Federal Register. As proposed, we understand the electronic delivery safe harbor would generally be optional and would not require action by plan administrators that rely on the Department’s 2002 electronic delivery regulations. If the Department determines that the proposed safe harbor is an appropriate method for furnishing notices and disclosures to ERISA-covered participants, it should not delay the applicability date until the start of the following calendar year.

B. Transition Guidance

The SPARK Institute is concerned about the implementation challenges that could arise if, as proposed, the Department eliminates a plan administrator’s ability to rely on any of the delivery methods that have previously been endorsed by the Department through FAB 2006-03, FAB 2008-03, and Technical Release 2011-03R.

As noted above, we recommend that the Department: (1) fully preserve some of this guidance, namely FAB 2006-03; and (2) build some of the key features from this guidance into its generally applicable safe harbor, namely by allowing NOIAs to be delivered in paper form. However, even if the Department adopts both of these recommendations, but especially if it does not, there will be differences between the Department’s final regulations and the existing delivery rules. Plan administrators and their service providers should be given an appropriate amount of time to adapt to these changes.

Plan administrators and their service providers have implemented systems that are designed to satisfy existing delivery standards to furnish documents to millions of plan participants. If the final regulations eliminate any of these existing methods, plan administrators and their service providers will be required to identify the affected participant populations, halt communications being sent through those alternative channels, and transition these groups to one of the regulatory safe harbors. If affected plan administrators do not take these steps, their only option will be to send paper documents to these affected groups.

In light of these issues, the SPARK Institute recommends that the Department create a transition period for plan administrators who currently rely on any approved delivery method that will no longer be available after the new safe harbor becomes effective. These plan administrators should be permitted to rely on existing guidance until the end of the second full calendar year following the Department’s publication of the final safe harbor in the Federal Register.
The SPARK Institute appreciates the opportunity to provide these comments to the Department. If the Department has any questions or would like more information regarding this letter, please contact me or the SPARK Institute’s outside counsel, Michael Hadley, Davis & Harman LLP (mlhadley@davis-harman.com or 202-347-2230).

Sincerely,

Tim Rouse
Executive Director
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Currently, employers that voluntarily choose to offer retirement plans, such as 401(k) plans, are required to distribute numerous statements and disclosures both quarterly and annually. Many plans would like, as a default, to distribute retirement plan information electronically. All participants would be given the right to “opt out” and receive paper communications at no direct charge. But current rules stand in the way. The recent Department of Labor (DOL) proposed safe harbor reflects the changing nature of electronic communication and improved internet access for retirement plan participants, and offers plan administrators the ability to use technology to enhance participant outcomes.

Building on research conducted in 2015, this white paper updates the previous estimate of participant cost savings and further explores the other benefits of electronic communication for plan participants based on current empirical evidence of internet access and technology adoption. In addition, the current research is enhanced by providers’ experience with electronic delivery to demonstrate the many benefits realized by plan participants from electronic communication.

The trend toward digital access and electronic delivery continues to move into all areas of everyday life. This is consistent with a 2015 Greenwald & Associates survey that found plan participants are aware of the many potential benefits of electronic delivery and they overwhelmingly find it acceptable to make electronic delivery the default method of delivering plan information.

Electronic delivery provides an efficient, secure, and reliable means of communicating important plan information, which reduces costs and facilitates superior participant outcomes. Further, economic theory supports the benefits to plan participants in two ways. First, economic theory indicates that in a competitive marketplace, a significant portion of the costs savings will pass through to plan participants (Refer to Appendix A). Second and more importantly, current economic research shows that electronic delivery and communication (nudges) alters participant behavior and dramatically improves participant outcomes.

FINDINGS

- Default Rules that Rely on Opt-Out Improve Outcomes – Behavioral economists have demonstrated the importance of nudges and enhanced communication to engage plan participants and overcome their inertia. Accordingly, in the landmark Pension Protection Act of 2006, Congress promoted the use of “automatic” rules that facilitate “automatic” behavior for retirement savings. The evidence is clear that this shift has had a critical impact on driving superior outcomes:

---

1 Previously, the Department of Labor (DOL) and Internal Revenue Service (IRS) have issued extensive guidance governing the manner in which plans can distribute retirement plan information electronically.
2 The SPARK Institute represents the interests of a broad-based cross section of retirement plan service providers. The SPARK Institute funded this research and coordinated the service providers’ responses. These providers made available proprietary data to support and strengthen this research. The author acknowledges data and empirical evidence contributed from Ascensus, Empower Retirement, Fidelity ICMA-RC, Lincoln Financial Group, Principal Financial, Prudential, Charles Schwab, TIAA, Transamerica, and Vanguard.
• **Automatic Enrollment Increases Plan Participation** – Auto enrollment has been a remarkable success in getting participants to save for retirement with one large provider’s data showing that 92 percent of eligible employees participate in the plan when automatic enrollment is available, but only 57 percent participate when no such feature is available.

• **Automatic Escalation of Deferral Rates** – Getting participants in a plan is only the first step toward reaching retirement savings goals; it is also important for the participant to increase their rate of savings over time. One recent survey found that **automatic escalation of contribution amounts resulted in average account balance growth of 78 percent** for plans with automatic contribution escalation.

➢ **Enhancing Retirement Readiness with Default Electronic Delivery** – Directing participants to electronic mediums promotes the use of electronic tools (such as investment rebalancing and financial wellness applications) that ultimately play an important role in promoting superior retirement outcomes. In fact, as provider data demonstrate, mere exposure to online tools has been shown to encourage participants to increase deferrals or modify their investment strategy to achieve a secure retirement. Consequently, provider evidence demonstrates that participants receiving plan communications electronically have better retirement outcomes and default electronic delivery could improve retirement readiness for countless others.

• **Increases in Deferral Rates** – Estimates indicate that plan participants could increase their final account balance by 63 percent with modest increases in their deferral rate which provider data indicates can be accomplished with electronic communication nudges and engagement with online tools.

• **Improving Investment Choices and Defaults** – Providers overwhelmingly offer tools and education to plan participants, as well as financial wellness and benchmarking or data analysis portals for participants.

• **Cumulative Benefits** – Projections of the benefits of increased electronic communication – e.g., direct cost savings, increased deferral rates, improved investment choices and utilization of online tools, could increase a participants account balances by as much as 149 percent over their saving horizon in combination with other enhancements like automatic escalation.

➢ **Benefits Accruing Directly to Participants** – Allowing retirement plan administrators to use default electronic delivery would reduce the costs associated with their plans. As our research based on economic incidence theory shows, these cost savings would ultimately be passed back to participants, translating to lower expenses – and higher net investment returns – for participants. We calculate that switching to an electronic delivery default would produce **$250 to $450 million in aggregate savings annually that would accrue directly to individual retirement plan participants**.

• Empirical estimates indicate that these cost savings attributable to default electronic delivery could **improve participant retirement security by 9 percent** during the accumulation phase.
Benefits of Electronic Delivery – Relying on paper communication is both inefficient and costly. Even the federal government has recognized in its defined contribution plan for federal employees that electronic delivery of plan information is the appropriate default. Electronic delivery:

- Allows participants to respond quickly to plan information received electronically;
- Ensures information remains up-to-date and is accessed by participants in “real time;”
- Provides information that is more accessible – and digestible;
- Provides information that can be more readily customized;
- Provides a better guarantee of actual receipt of information and helps address missing participants; and
- Helps strengthen cybersecurity and prevents online account fraud.

Retirement Savers Have Online Access and Prefer Electronic Delivery – Recent surveys indicate that technology and personal devices have changed the nature of online access. Current government surveys of internet performance no longer measure access, but rather focus on the available speed of the connection. Virtually all Americans have access to online services through a smartphone or through broadband service in the home. Discrepancies across age group, race, and household income have narrowed and, in some cases, have been eliminated. This is particularly true for the sub-population of plan participants. A recent Greenwald & Associates survey of online habits indicated that 99 percent of retirement plan participants reported having computer access at home or work and 88 percent of respondents reported accessing the internet on a daily basis.³

Conducting Financial Business Online – Americans’ reliance on electronic technology for financial communication and transactions has grown significantly along with the dramatic growth in smartphone and internet access. This growth has taken place in areas of critical importance to everyday life:

- Banking and Financial Transactions – According to the most recent American Bankers Association survey, customers overwhelmingly preferred electronic banking methods, with 72 percent of all respondents in 2017 preferring online (computer or other device) or mobile banking, a dramatic increase from 45 percent in 2012.
- Social Security Benefits – Nearly all Social Security recipients (98.6 percent in 2018) receive their benefits through electronic payment.
- Federal Income Tax Filing – The trend to file individual tax returns electronically continues to experience steady growth. Specifically, 85 percent of the 137 million returns filed as of May 2018 were filed electronically.

Conducting day-to-day financial transactions online serves as a proxy for a retirement plan participant’s willingness to electronically receive retirement plan-related notices, disclosures, and statements. This move toward conducting day-to-day financial transactions is a strong indicator that participants would prefer and benefit from default electronic delivery of plan information.

³ Refer to Appendix A in the original 2015 study for the complete Greenwald & Associates survey.
I. Restrictive Framework Guiding Electronic Delivery

A. Overview

Federal law requires that qualified retirement plan participants receive plan information on a regular basis. This breadth of required information, as outlined in Table 1, includes plan description and summary materials, benefit statements, and disclosures regarding expenses and fees.

Traditionally, retirement plans (through their administrators) have prepared printed (hard) copies of these materials for distribution to employees and other plan participants (including former employees who have already retired). This has entailed either distributing materials to employees at the workplace or, in many cases, mailing the materials to participants. But as electronic communication has gained traction as the primary means by which individuals receive important information, retirement plans have increasingly turned to delivering information through e-mail or secure websites. Besides reducing costs (which are passed through to plan participants), electronic delivery of plan information provides an efficient and reliable means of communicating important plan information – which can facilitate superior participant outcomes.

Rules issued by the DOL and the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) govern the distribution of plan information by electronic means. While providing some guidance for retirement plans, these rules generally do not permit plan administrators to make electronic delivery the default delivery option. Rather, current DOL and IRS guidance often requires that a plan participant affirmatively consent to receive electronic delivery of plan information. But as behavioral economics, particularly in the retirement plan context, has made clear, inertia is an exceedingly powerful force. The need for affirmative consent creates a considerable barrier for plans trying to increase efficiencies and pass those efficiencies to plan participants – even while (refer to Section II.C. and Appendix A) the overwhelming majority of today’s plan participants are comfortable with an electronic default that enables them to “opt out” and receive paper documents. Further, the existing DOL and IRS rules apply different electronic delivery standards to different communications; the conflicting standards create considerable confusion for plan sponsors and their plan administrators.

Indeed, today’s highly restrictive framework guiding electronic delivery of plan information is trapped in the Twentieth Century; this framework reflects neither recent years’ emerging information trends and technologies nor their many benefits for retirement plan participants. Given the many benefits of electronic delivery, it is not surprising that plan participants themselves are overwhelmingly willing to accept electronic communication and online access for

---

4 Federal Law refers to both the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA) and the Internal Revenue Code (Code), and the regulations thereunder.
5 Plan administrators include employers who sponsor a qualified retirement plan, plan trustees, or third-party managers who act as a plan fiduciary and are responsible for the plan’s administration and management.
6 Use of traditional first-class mail (single piece and bulk mailing) service via the U.S. Postal Service has declined 44.6 percent since 2009. This decline is linked to the widespread use of electronic communication. Refer to U.S. Postal Service, Postal Facts, 2018, A Decade of Facts and Figures, available online: https://facts.usps.com/table-facts/
retirement plan information. Since the 2015 survey conducted by Greenwald & Associates, which found almost 85 percent of retirement savers are comfortable with electronic delivery, the preference toward electronic delivery as the default continues to grow and has become the accepted form of communication.\(^7\)

The Greenwald & Associates survey of plan participants documented the preferences and practices of online access and electronic communication for their day-to-day financial transactions and activities. More recent statistics and empirical evidence demonstrate that this trend continues and extends into all areas of financial life.

Further, participants realize tangible benefits when plan providers couple online access and electronic delivery with tools and evaluation methods, as plan data provides evidence that participants enjoy a number of efficiencies that accrue from improved information flow. In addition, behavioral economic research finds that careful design of electronic communication offers a ‘nudge’ that encourages participant engagement. This is borne out in the plan provider experience demonstrating that participants clearly recognize the many ancillary benefits available from moving to electronic delivery and are reaping these benefits (refer to section III. C. for estimates of these benefits).

Consistent with planparticipant views, recent legislative efforts recognize the importance of allowing plan administrators to keep pace with these trends to facilitate more widespread delivery of plan information through electronic methods. The RETIRE Act (H.R. 4610, 115th Congress) introduced by Representatives Jared Polis (D-CO), Phil Roe (R-TN), Ron Kind (D-WI) and Mike Kelly (R-PA) and 38 other bipartisan cosponsors would improve the way that employers provide employees with information about their retirement benefits by allowing employers to use default electronic delivery for pension plan documents. RETIRE Act supporters argue that Americans would benefit from greater use of technology for retirement plan communications, as they have for almost every other area of their daily lives.\(^8\) Senators Sherrod Brown (D-OH) and Mike Enzi (R-WY) also introduced companion legislation (S. 3795, 115th Congress) in the Senate along with original bipartisan cosponsors including Senators Gary Peters (D-MI), Rob Portman (R-OH), Doug Jones (D-AL), and Johnny Isakson (R-GA).

While permitting plan administrators to make electronic delivery the default delivery method, both legislative proposals would preserve the opportunity for a participant to opt-out of electronic delivery and request, at no direct charge, paper copies of all documents. These legislative proposals are consistent with: (1) President Trump’s recent Executive Order directing

\(^7\) The 2015 Greenwald & Associates survey found that 84 percent of plan participants find it acceptable to make electronic delivery the default option (with the option to opt-out at no cost to the participant). The study examines plan participant views toward receiving plan documents and account updates by paper and online. A total of 1,000 randomly selected plan participants nationwide were administered a 10-minute telephone survey. The results reflect the weighted (by age and gender) responses to reflect the current demographics of plan participants.

\(^8\) The bill would require plan administrators to meet conditions that have already been established by the DOL for certain communications, i.e., continuous secure website access with instructions and notifications to participants of their ability to opt-out of electronic delivery (and receive paper copies) at no direct cost to the participant. The bill would require plan participants to receive an annual notice informing them of the documents they have received electronically that year and the participant’s right to receive them in paper. In addition, the bill provides numerous consumer protections to ensure that participant needs are met.
the Department of Labor to investigate “…the potential for broader use of electronic delivery as a way to improve the effectiveness of disclosures and reduce their associated costs and burdens:” and (2) the resulting regulatory proposal discussed in the following section. By enabling plans to set electronic delivery as the default delivery method, considerable benefits would accrue to plan participants, not only from reduced costs, but also from increased efficiencies (through access to online tools and applications to assist in their saving decisions), which in turn will improve their retirement preparedness.

B. DOL and IRS Electronic Delivery Regulations

Depending on the specific required disclosure, either the DOL or the IRS provides the applicable delivery rules and interpretations. Most disclosures overseen by the DOL are subject to the DOL’s Electronic Disclosure Safe Harbor and Interpretive and Technical Guidance. Meanwhile, for disclosures required under the Tax Code, the IRS has issued Media Disclosure Guidance. The DOL and IRS rules and interpretations bear considerable similarities in terms of how documents can be delivered electronically: Whereas the DOL requires electronic delivery in a manner that is reasonably calculated to ensure actual receipt of the material, the IRS requires effective ability to access the material. But the regulations differ considerably on when documents can be delivered electronically.

Table 1 provides a list of the commonly required disclosures on the vertical axis, and options available for electronic delivery on the horizontal axis. As the table makes clear, DOL and IRS guidance lack a consistent approach for all plan disclosures. The lack of conformity means that plan administrators must make a case-by-case determination regarding the method for delivering plan information that maintains compliance with the rules and guidance.

Reviewing this existing display of electronic delivery rules, a 2013 Government Accountability Office (GAO) report concluded that the current framework is “somewhat inconsistent and

---


10 For a detailed review of the DOL and IRS rules and interpretations, see Principal, A Guide for Plan Sponsors of 401(k) and Other Participant-Directed Retirement Plans, May, 2013, and OneAmerica, American Life Insurance Company, Distributing Materials Electronically FAQ, June 2013.


unclear.” The GAO found a need to clarify the rules and disclosure guidance between the DOL and IRS to avoid inconsistencies. As the following descriptions of the DOL and IRS guidance shows, this inconsistent framework complicates the process for making the many required disclosures.

### Table 1 – Disclosure Requirements and Electronic Delivery Options


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disclosure Requirement</th>
<th>Electronic Delivery Options</th>
<th>Jurisdiction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wired at Work</td>
<td>Affirmative Consent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary Plan Description and Summary of Material Modifications</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary Annual Report</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>401(k) Traditional Safe Harbor Notice</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quarterly Benefit Statement</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plan and Expense Information for Participant-Directed Plans</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investment Information for Participant-Directed Plans (in tabular or another accessible format)</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automatic Enrollment and Qualified Default Investment Alternative Notices</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blackout Notices</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRS Notices (for example, Rollover Notices or Qualified Domestic Relations Orders)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


1. **DOL’s 2002 Electronic Disclosure Safe Harbor** – A fiduciary (in this case generally the plan administrator) that complies with the 2002 safe harbor is treated as having delivered the materials by traditional postal service. To satisfy the safe harbor, the plan must ensure that the electronic systems:

---

- Guarantee receipt of the materials;
- Protect confidentiality of personal information;
- Deliver notices explaining the importance of the materials and the option to “opt-out” of electronic delivery;
- Contain materials that are easily understood and accessible to the participant;
- Contain the same content as documents delivered by other means; and
- Respond accordingly to requests for paper documents.

The safe harbor identifies participants who are “wired at work” or who give their “affirmative consent” as having the potential to receive information electronically. An employee who is wired at work requires access to electronic materials at any location where the employee works and use of the computer is an integral part of the employee’s work duties.

Affirmative consent requires that the plan communicate the:

- Types of document covered by consent;
- Ability to withdraw consent at any time, without cost;
- Procedures for withdrawing consent; and
- Hardware and software requirements necessary to access and store the electronic documents.

In October of 2019, the DOL proposed a new and separate safe harbor that would allow plan sponsors the option to use default electronic delivery for ERISA required retirement plan notices and disclosures. The proposal would generally establish a new “notice and access” delivery safe harbor for posting documents online, with a right for participant to request any documents in paper free of charge. In addition, the proposal recognizes the changing nature of electronic communication and increased internet access since the DOL last published regulations for use of electronic delivery in 2002.

2. DOL’s Interpretive and Technical Guidance (for benefit statements) – Separate from its generally applicable safe harbor, DOL provides a separate set of rules for delivery of quarterly benefit statements\(^{14}\). Plans may make quarterly benefit statements available through “one or more secure continuous access websites.” But to deliver quarterly statements this way, plans must provide an annual notice explaining the: (1) availability of the information on the website; (2) instructions for accessing the information; and (3) right to request paper copies at no additional cost. Participants who meet the “wired at work” or “affirmative consent” requirements can be electronically provided this annual notice; otherwise, the notice must be sent via traditional postal service.\(^{15}\)

Additionally, in the context of plan and expense information and, for participant-directed plans, investment information, DOL issued additional information regarding the “assumed consent” method for electronic delivery. Specifically, the plan may treat a participant as having provided his or her consent if the participant (1) receives an annual notice consistent with the requirements

---

\(^{14}\) DOL Field Assistance Bulletin 2006-03

\(^{15}\) Even if a plan administrator must send notices by mail, the participant may still also receive quarterly benefit statements through online access.
under “affirmative consent” and then (2) provides an e-mail address to the administrator for electronic delivery. Moreover, the plan must continue to provide annual notices conveying the same information (as contained in the initial notice).

3. IRS’s Media Disclosure Guidance – The IRS has two methods governing the default use of electronic delivery, its “general” and “alternative” methods. The general method parallels the DOL’s Electronic Disclosure Safe Harbor, which requires affirmative consent.

The alternative method provides greater flexibility for the plan, allowing delivery of information through any electronic medium (e.g., e-mail or continual access website) as long as the individual has the “effective ability to access” the materials. In addition, the administrator must advise recipients – at the time of electronic delivery – that they have the right to request paper copies without any associated costs. Some call this the “post and push” method of delivery.¹⁶

II. The Digital Experience and Financial Business

A. Online Experience is the Norm

Allowing plan administrators to send electronically, by default, all ERISA and Tax Code notices, disclosures, and statements is consistent with widespread internet access for the vast majority of active, separated, and retired plan participants.¹⁷ The 2015 Greenwald Survey of retirement plan participants’ online habits indicated that 99 percent reported having access at home or work and 88 percent of respondents reported accessing the internet on a daily basis.¹⁸ Since that study, both public and private surveys indicate that widespread access to the internet has continued to grow.¹⁹

At one time, the primary location for internet access was the workplace. However, numerous surveys that measure online access shifted the focus of their questions away from the workplace to home access or use of smart phones. Further, they focused on the speed or performance of the internet access, not simply the presence of the access. Indeed, recent surveys indicate that virtually all Americans have access to online services, either at home or through a mobile device.

More importantly, access to the internet through smart phones represents an important trend which, in a few short years, has replaced home internet access for certain segments of the

---

¹⁶ The DOL proposal does not make any modifications to the IRS standards. However, the RETIRE Act would make conforming changes to the current DOL and IRS standards.

¹⁷ Under this option, the plan administrator must meet the conditions established by the DOL, i.e., continuous secure website access, with instructions and notifications of the ability to opt-out at no cost to the participant. The plan participant must receive annually these instructions and notifications.

¹⁸ Refer to Appendix A in the original 2015 study for the complete Greenwald & Associates survey.

Recent surveys indicate that 37 percent of Americans have their primary access to the internet through their mobile device or smart phone.²¹

1. **Broadband Access in Homes** – The overwhelming majority of Americans have computers and internet access in their homes. Over the past twenty years, household access to computers and internet connections has increased dramatically.²² This reflects the trend toward streaming entertainment in the home, or the ‘internet of things,’ where home appliances and home systems (e.g. lights, heating, or security) rely on an internet connection to function. According to the U.S. Census Bureau, in 1997 fewer than half of all households had computers at home.²³ By 2017, 94 percent of all households had broadband internet access in their home according to the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) Marketplace Report.²⁴ Since the completion of the previous study, the direction of the research into internet access has shifted from availability of access to speed of access.²⁵

As Graph 1 shows, availability of broadband access lags behind in rural and tribal areas. However, this most likely reflects the lack of infrastructure in these sparsely populated areas. Consistent with the FCC study, the Congressional Research Service study confirms that in tribal lands, “high poverty rates and low income levels in tribal lands—along with the fact that many tribal communities are located in remote rural areas (often with rugged terrain)—are major factors that explain why tribal areas have comparatively poorer levels of broadband access.”²⁶

---

²⁰ The trend toward smartphone access means that segments of the population that previously had been excluded from internet access, now have affordable internet access.
²¹ Pew Research Center, June 2019, *Mobile Technology and Home Broadband 2019* (data based on telephone interviews conducted Jan. 8-Feb. 7, 2019, among a national sample of 1,502 adults, 18 years of age or older, living in all 50 U.S. states and the District of Columbia (302 respondents were interviewed on a landline telephone, and 1,200 were interviewed on a cellphone, including 779 who had no landline telephone).
²² The digital divide is no longer viewed in terms of availability, but rather in terms of speed of the available access, with faster speeds deemed as more desirable.
²⁴ Federal Communications Commission, *Communications Marketplace Report*, GN Docket No. 18-231, FCC 18-181, p. 132. The most current Census data was released in 2016, making the FCC data the most current statistics on broadband coverage.
²⁶ Congressional Research Service, *Tribal Broadband: Status of Deployment and Federal Funding Programs*, January 9, 2019. In addition, according to the 2018 National Compensation Survey conducted by the Bureau of Labor Statistics, access to pension coverage is correlated positively with income and employment in larger establishments. Characteristics that are typically associated with more densely populated or urban areas.
technologies, many rural and remote areas no longer are waiting for internet service in their homes, but rather moved to smartphone or other digital devices to directly access the internet.

2. Smartphones and Access beyond Computers – The available technology has changed with internet access. Smaller, hand-held devices (including smartphones and tablets) now contain internet browsers that enable users to have internet access comparable to those with home computers. According to the Census Bureau, in 2011, 48.2 percent of individuals used a smartphone to access the internet, for a variety of reported uses.\(^{27}\) A 2013 survey indicated that this number is increasing, with 63 percent of cellphone owners using their device to access the internet.\(^{28}\) The most recent 2019 PEW Research Center Survey indicates that the percentage of respondents increased to 81 percent of cellphone owners having a smartphone with internet access.\(^{29}\) This is consistent with the plan participants surveyed in the 2015 Greenwald & Associates study that found that 80 percent reported using an internet browser on their smartphone or tablet.\(^{30}\) Smartphones serve multiple purposes, and indeed, most adults have replaced conventional technologies with their smartphone (e.g. music, photos, or navigational devices). Further, most businesses have developed their own application for smartphone use, offering many tools and benefits to the user. According to Statista, gross annual revenue for smartphone applications is projected to exceed $189 billion by 2020.\(^{31}\) This level of growth is a leading indicator of the importance and permanence of handheld smartphone technologies.

3. Closing the Access Gap among Demographic Groups – Since 2000, when robust data collection on internet access became available, access and device ownership has been correlated positively with certain characteristics (e.g., race, age, and income). Predictably, statistics for lower income, older individuals, and minority populations showed a lack of access with these groups lagging behind the national averages. However, the current statistics demonstrate that with the changes in technology, the discrepancies in access have been nearly eliminated.

\(^{27}\) Respondents reported that in addition to making phone calls, activities included web browsing, e-mail access, maps, games, social networking, as well as entertainment (music, photos, and video). Refer to the U.S. Census Bureau, *Computer and Internet Use in the United States, 2013*. ACS-28, November 2014 and *Computer and Internet Trends in America, 2013*.

\(^{28}\) Duggan, Maeve and Aaron Smith, Pew Research Center’s Internet and American Life Project, *Cell Internet Use, September 16, 2013*.


\(^{30}\) Refer to Appendix A in the original 2015 study for the complete Greenwald & Associates survey.

Race – Previous studies by the U.S. Census Bureau indicated that there is some disparity in internet access by racial characteristics, when considering the traditional online experience (e.g., home computer and internet subscriptions). However, recent surveys reveal significant differences in device and service choices. As shown in Graph 3, many Black and Hispanic households choose smartphone service over home broadband service and desktop or laptop computers. Therefore, lack of home broadband does not indicate an absence of internet access. Graph 3 demonstrates that populations of color have comparable rates of smartphone ownership. Despite the differences in desktop or laptop computer ownership, internet access through smartphones has closed the racial divide that existed at one time.

Age – Some assume that older Americans (those at or beyond retirement age) lack internet access. But this assumption belies reality. Current surveys indicate that the previous measure of computer ownership and internet access have obscured the trend toward other devices. Recent surveys by the PEW Research Center found that older adults embrace digital life. This is demonstrated by the growth in smartphone and tablet ownership among older adults. The PEW survey defines the Silent Generation as adults born before 1945 and Baby Boomers as adults born between 1946 and 1964. As Graph 4 indicates, these older generations are adopting technologies that allow internet access.

Income – Just as with age and race, there is evidence that the divide is narrowing across income classes. Graph 5 presents device ownership by income classes. In this case, the results are analogous to those by race. Minorities and lowering income adults are more likely to have

---


34 Ibid. While younger Americans tend to have higher adoption rates for electronic devices (including computers, tablets, and smartphones), the gap between younger and older individuals’ rates of access and adoption has narrowed considerably.
smartphones compared to home broadband or desktop computers. This is particularly true for the lowest income classes. Where just over half have home computers and broadband, while 71 percent report smartphone ownership. These results suggest that internet access is moving toward mobile smartphone devices and away from access in a fixed location via a home computer.

While general population surveys and research are helpful to understand the overall trends in internet access, for the purposes of understanding the effects of electronic delivery for retirement plan documents, it is important to assess the data for the subset population of retirement plan participants. Indeed, this subset of the general population reports nearly universal internet access.

**Pension Plan Participants** – The 2015 Greenwald & Associates survey found significant overlap between pension plan participation and online access. The survey focused on the online habits of the specific population of retirement plan participants and indicated that 99 percent reported having access at home or work and 88 percent of respondents reported accessing the internet on a daily basis.\(^{35}\)

More recent research by the Investment Company Institute (analysis of Federal Reserve survey data) indicates that individuals with mutual fund ownership had online access. In other words, most retirement plan participants had direct access to the internet, despite characteristics associated with limited online access (e.g., lower incomes) in the general population. Specifically, the ICI found that “93 percent of households owning mutual funds had internet access in 2018. The gaps in internet access between younger and older households and between higher- and lower-income households have narrowed, and in 2018, the vast majority of mutual fund-owning households had internet access across each age or income grouping.”\(^{36}\)

Internet access is only one indicator of plan participants’ ability to access electronically plan documents and communication. Another proxy to support the trend toward electronic communication is the widespread use of electronic methods for (nonretirement plan) financial transactions. The willingness to adopt electronic technologies is demonstrated across many areas of financial life, including income and benefits payments, banking, and income taxes.

---

\(^{35}\) Refer to Appendix A in the original 2015 study for the complete Greenwald & Associates survey.

B. Using Electronic Methods in Financial Transactions

Americans’ reliance on electronic technology for financial communication and transactions has also grown significantly, which is consistent with the growth in computer devices and internet use over the past twenty years. This growth has taken place across areas of critical importance to everyday life, including payment processing (payroll and benefit payments from the Federal government), income tax reporting and refund payments, banking and investment financial transactions, and financial information distribution. In fact, electronic communication and transactions are now the overwhelming standard for most American households.

Within the public and private sector, businesses routinely use electronic payments for payroll processing. The Federal government delivers electronically 99.5 percent of all salary and payroll allotments. In 2017, this covered more than 50 million transactions. One large payroll processing firm (for private businesses) reported having processed electronically $1.85 trillion in direct deposit, client tax payments, and related funds in fiscal year 2018. This payroll processing firm indicated that they served nearly 40 million workers worldwide, with 45 percent using the mobile solutions app. Having access through the mobile application means that employees may get real time information on their payroll and compensation benefits.

Further, a 2017 survey of plan sponsors indicates that 79 percent of plan providers support transactions on smartphones or other mobile devices. In 2014, this figure was 67 percent, representing an 18 percent increase in mobile applications in just three years.

In addition, the movement away from paper correspondence toward electronic communication is evident in the downward trend among U.S. Postal Service statistics. Over the past ten years, first-class single-piece mail (e.g., letters) declined 44.6 percent, from over 31.6 to 17.1 billion pieces of mail. Clearly, this trend away from paper documents is well-established across multiple sectors and is also evident in trends in daily financial transactions.

Conducting day-to-day financial transactions online serves as a proxy for a retirement plan participant’s willingness to receive electronically plan-related notices, disclosures, and statements. In other words, widespread online financial activity is similar to accessing retirement plan information online, where the participant would access their plan information through a secure website (as they do with their banking transactions); view or download statements (either electronic or printed formats); and access account information and disclosures.

37 The Federal government itself has contributed significantly to this trend, using electronic delivery to pay benefits to 98.7 percent of Social Security recipients in 2018. Refer to U.S. Treasury Department, Government-wide Treasury-Disbursed Payment Volumes: EFT Payment Volume Chart for March 2018.
39 In addition, the ADP Corporate Overview states that they service payroll for 40 million (approximately 1 in 6) U.S. workers. Available online: https://www.adp.com/-/media/corporate%20overview/adp-corporate-overview.ashx?la=en&hash=87E6902ABB44AEE1A0EC11054374BFE94F4657EF.
40 According to the Corporate Overview, more than 18 million people use the ADP mobile application.
41 Refer to the Deloitte Defined Contribution Benchmarking Survey, From Oversight to Participant Experience: Plan Sponsors are Taking Their Fiduciary Role up a Notch, 2017.
through the website. Therefore, the significant move toward conducting day-to-day financial transactions serves as a strong indicator that participants would prefer and benefit from electronic delivery of retirement plan information, though the inertia of being defaulted into paper delivery is holding many retirement savers back.43

Reliance on electronic delivery for financial records and transactions has ballooned in recent years, due largely to widespread growing private computer ownership, using computers in the workplace, and moving from cellular to smartphones.44 Further, electronic activity permeates everyday financial activities for the vast majority of Americans, including banking, receipt of program benefits, and Federal tax filing and refunds.

I. Banking and Financial Transactions – The American Bankers Association (ABA) survey indicates that customers’ most preferred banking methods are online or mobile banking.45 Graph 6 provides the top results for selected survey results for years between 2008 and 2017. According to the most recent survey, customers overwhelmingly preferred electronic banking methods, with 72 percent of all respondents in 2017 preferring online (computer or other device) or mobile banking, a dramatic increase from 45 percent in 2012. The last few years show that online and mobile banking is the established method of banking.

43 The current system of opting-in tends to create a barrier to widespread adoption. Under current DOL rules most plan participants have to affirmatively elect to receive electronic communication.

44 Refer to the previous section for trends in access.

45 The ABA’s most current data (2017) lags one year behind that presented in the Pew Research Center’s survey results (2018). However, comparing comparable years for Pew and the ABA finds consistent results.
When assessing consumer preferences of online and mobile banking practices, one might assume there is a generational divide. However, as Graph 7 displays the behavior of older customers, those aged 65 or older, is comparable to customers of all ages. Both graphs make clear that online and mobile phone banking is the preferred banking method across all age groups.\(^46\)

The American Bankers Association gauges consumer preferences by tracking activities that are proxies for consumer trust in online transactions. In other words, banking is so critical and important to everyday life that if individuals did not feel confident with electronic transactions, they would not continue to conduct such financial transactions online or using smartphones.

Just as with internet access, it is important to explore the small percentages of people that do not access financial institutions through online transactions or mobile devices. The previous section identified a small percentage of people that did not have (and in some cases, want) access to the internet. Those findings indicate that (1) infrastructure (limits in high-speed capabilities); (2) financial resources; or (3) other socio-economic characteristics will limit online or smart phone access. The characteristics that limit access to financial institutions are highly correlated with those that limit internet access.\(^47\)

Studies that merged data from the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation and the NTIA indicate a strong relationship between

\(^{46}\) This result is consistent with all age groups (18-34, 35-54, and 55 and older) respondents in the ABA customer survey.

\(^{47}\) It is also important to note that people that lack resources to access the internet or purchase a smart phone are also unlikely to have employer-sponsored retirement benefits.
the patterns that characterize internet activity and being unbanked or underbanked. In other words, those without bank accounts are unlikely to access or feel the need for the internet. The current 2017 FDIC study suggests that approximately 8.4 million households (representing 6.5 percent of all households), made up of 14.1 million adults are unbanked or underbanked.

2. Federal Payments – Like payroll or personal banking, receiving Federal benefits is an essential financial transaction. Given its importance – and against the perception that older Americans prefer paper documents – it is striking nearly all Social Security recipients (98.7 percent in 2018) received their benefits through electronic payment. The transformation from paper checks to electronic transactions has been striking. Further, other comparable populations, Railroad Retirement Benefits has nearly 100 percent of beneficiaries receiving payment electronically and more than 95 percent of Supplemental Security Income recipients receive payments electronically.

To emphasize this point, consider that the Social Security Administration (SSA) reports that among elderly recipients, 52 percent of married and 74 percent of unmarried recipients rely on Social Security for at least half of their income. Further, among the elderly, 21 percent of married and about 44 percent of unmarried recipients rely on Social Security for 90 percent or more of their income. The importance of Social Security income among the elderly cannot be overstated, but we see that moving to electronic delivery of benefits has demonstrated a steady transition. Social Security experience supports that older and lower-income populations transitioned smoothly to electronic delivery of benefits and statements.

Graph 9 - Electronic Payments From the Federal Government, Selected Years
Source: Governmentwide Treasury-Disbursed Payment Volumes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Railroad Retirement Benefits</th>
<th>Social Security</th>
<th>Supplemental Security Income</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>86%</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>87%</td>
<td>66%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>98%</td>
<td>94%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>95%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In a previous analysis, the NTIA staff merged datasets from two supplements to the Current Population Survey (the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation’s (FDIC) June 2015 Unbanked and Underbanked survey and NTIA’s July 2015 Computer and Internet Use survey).

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, National Survey of Unbanked and Underbanked Households, 2017, October 2018.

3. **Federal Income Tax** – Consistent with other important financial matters, Graph 10 depicts that the trend to file individual tax returns electronically continues to experience steady growth, with nearly all taxpayers filing electronically in 2018. Specifically, of the more than 153 million individual returns for 2017 filed as of May 16, 2018, more than 134 million were filed electronically. Approximately half of all returns received a refund (76 million) and of those, 84 percent received that refund through direct deposit or electronic payment methods.

![Graph 10 - Federal Tax Returns Filed and Refunds Received Electronically, Selected Years](source: Governmentwide Treasury-Disbursed Payment Volumes: EFT Payment Volume Chart and Internal Revenue Service Data Book, 2018, Publication 55B Washington)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Refund via Direct Deposit</th>
<th>Electronic Return Filing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>52%</td>
<td>54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>63%</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>73%</td>
<td>86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>84%</td>
<td>92%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. **Efficiencies and Cost Savings**

1. **Efficiencies** – Electronic delivery provides many opportunities for more timely and complete communication to important retirement information and tools.

*Electronic delivery ensures information remains up-to-date* – Once plan administrators produce and mail paper copies of plan information, these paper documents can have a short shelf life. That is because changes to plan information can quickly render printed materials outdated and inaccurate. Moving toward electronic disclosure (on an opt-out basis) would improve greatly the efficiency of the plan communications because electronic information can be updated in real time.

*Electronic delivery enables immediate action* – Electronic delivery allows a participant to respond quickly to plan information. In the absence of electronic delivery, making changes to one’s account could require the participant to fill out paper forms and send the forms through traditional mail service or to communicate via another means with the plan administrator to make desired changes. With electronic delivery, after receiving plan documents or disclosure electronically, the participant who is already logged into their account online can make changes (such as increasing deferral rates or diversifying investment options) with just a few ‘clicks of the mouse.’

*Electronic delivery provides information that is more accessible and digestible* – Electronic delivery also provides information of superior quality. For instance, when available on a secure website, online material tends to be clearer and better organized, giving participants an ability easily to access the particular document or information they desire. Generally, websites present...
information on separate tabs that bring up only the relevant materials. This provides a concise format for the user to page through materials in a methodical, digestible fashion.

Moreover, because electronic materials are searchable through online tools, participants can use hyperlinks or the find function to readily locate specific information without needing to wade through pages and pages of printed materials.

Online access ensures that plan information is always available and in a form that is user-friendly. Meanwhile, paper documents may tend to “collect dust” on a participant’s desk. This is consistent with findings from the Greenwald & Associates survey that found plan participants agreed overwhelmingly (81 percent) that electronic delivery reduces clutter.51

Online storage provides real-time access to current and past plan information, improving the participant’s ability to analyze relevant information. Further, electronic access to pension disclosures and communications means that this material and content is easily available in a central repository, eliminating the need to look around one’s house or office for the ever-elusive paper copy. Additionally, the documents are provided in chronological order so participants have access to the most recent versions of their documents as well as older versions without having to sort through a stack of unorganized paper documents.

**Electronic delivery provides information that can be more readily customized** – Plan administrators can alter the online experience to cater to participants needs. They are able to adapt quickly to improve the presentation based on participant feedback. Alternatively, plans can address specific concerns of the users as characteristics and needs of the participants may change over time. In both cases, once the administrator identifies the participants’ needs, the changes can be made quickly.

**Electronic delivery provides a better guarantee of actual receipt and provides a more permanent address** – Electronic delivery also has the advantage of immediately alerting the sender to delivery issues. In contrast, delivery of paper documents and disclosures remains a significant problem for many plans. For instance, in 2018, the United States Postal Service returned as ‘undeliverable as addressed’ 2.2 million pieces of first-class mail.52 This is consistent with the past experience of the TSP which cited a number of costs associated with returned mail as one of the reasons for their use of default electronic delivery. First, they cite the waste in printing and mailing costs. Second, TSP notes that high return-mail volume could jeopardize favorable mailing rates (discounted rate) that the U.S. Postal Service provides for mass mailings. Finally, TSP acknowledges that returned mailing of plan documents could increase the chance of fraud and decrease account security.53

With electronic delivery, a participant who moves physical addresses without informing the plan administrator will still continue to receive uninterrupted notice of and access to their retirement plan documents. Additionally, electronic delivery can be an important tool to maintain

---

51 Refer to Appendix A in the original 2015 study for the complete Greenwald & Associates survey.
connection with separated or retired participants whose physical address with the plan administrator may quickly become out of date. Because electronically delivered documents could also be delivered to a participant provided personal e-mail address, which is likely to be more permanent address for participants than physical mailing address, these participants will avoid becoming missing participants and continue to receive their plan information uninterrupted.

**Electronic delivery enhances cybersecurity and combats fraud** – Plan administrators have noted that enhanced cybersecurity protections exist when a retirement saver actually registers for online access to their accounts.\(^{54}\) Voya has commented that just the act of a participant registering and establishing access to their retirement savings account online helps prevent potential fraudsters from gaining improper access to their account. Participants can also monitor the account in real-time to ensure unauthorized transactions do not occur. Additionally, when participants access their accounts online plan administrators are able to implement two-factor authentication to thwart fraudulent account transactions. Two-factor authentication requires a participant to input a one-time code sent by the provider as an email or text message to ensure the authenticity of the participant and validate the transaction as legitimate. Electronic delivery also helps prevent the mailing of statements and other documents with personal and detailed account information to physical addresses where the participant may no longer live and ensures that hard copies of these important documents do not fall into the hands of fraudsters.

2. **Overall Cost Savings** – Both the Federal Thrift Savings Program’s\(^ {55}\) and SSA’s\(^ {56}\) move toward electronically delivered communication produced tangible and measurable saving to these programs. Further, electronic delivery is consistent with the Executive Orders issued by the past two administrations and the memorandum issued by the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) to encourage specifically the use of electronic communication across government agencies and “smart disclosures.”

OMB encourages electronic communication stating that it can reduce burdens and increase efficiency. Specifically, the OMB states:

> Smart disclosure makes information not merely available, but also accessible and usable by structuring disclosed data in standardized, machine readable formats … In many cases, smart disclosure enables third parties to analyze, repackage, and

\(^{54}\) For example, refer to a recent article that details the many efforts toward online security. Available online at: https://www.plansponsor.com/in-depth/driving-cybersecurity-participants-providers/

\(^{55}\) The TSP attributes the use of electronic delivery of plan documents and electronic communication as an important factor that contributes to its lower administrative costs. In 2003, the TSP changed its policy from default delivery of participants’ quarterly benefit statements by mail to electronic, paperless delivery. TSP estimates that this change reduced the costs by $7 to $8 million dollars in 2006 (the first year it was phased-in fully).

reuse information to build tools that help individual consumers to make more informed choices in the marketplace.\textsuperscript{57}

3. **Participant Cost Savings** – Allowing pension plan administrators to use default electronic delivery (with an opt-out feature) would reduce the costs associated with their plans. Plan administrators would experience reduced printing, processing, mailing, and storage costs. These cost savings would reduce their overall administrative costs and will ultimately benefit participants.\textsuperscript{58} Reducing administrative costs translates to lower expenses – and higher net investment returns – to the participant.\textsuperscript{59}

The basis for estimating such cost savings rely upon the economic theory (incidence) and industry characteristics that are consistent with the economic theory. Appendix A provides a detailed description of the theory and empirical support for passing cost savings along to the participant. Incidence theory states that in competitive markets (for plan administration), when costs fall, if some portion of the cost savings is not passed on to the consumer (plan), the plan will seek another supplier (administrator). Industry data indicates that the market is competitive with many providers (4,694), and with 400 firms with 100 workers or more.\textsuperscript{60}

The quantitative steps necessary to estimate the savings from moving to electronic disclosure requires first estimating per-participant cost savings, which would apply only to participants that currently receive traditional mailing and would convert to electronic delivery if that default were available to plans. Therefore, the analysis must characterize the current delivery status of participants and assumptions regarding the behavioral response of these plan participants (regarding the potential to opt-out). To characterize the current delivery status, we rely on the experience from several large pension plan providers and plan administrators.

Based on the documents displayed in Table 1, the analysis assumes that each participant receives an estimated 8 to 12 plan documents that could be delivered electronically. The cost associated with preparing the documents includes certain fixed costs associated with producing the documents and the variable costs associated with printing and sending the documents. The plan administrator would still incur the fixed costs. But variable costs – attributable to reduced paper costs, printing services, labor associated with mailing the documents, and postage – would be eliminated through electronic delivery.\textsuperscript{61} To estimate comparable costs for allowing plan administrators to move to electronic delivery (with an opt-out provision), our analysis relies on a


\textsuperscript{58} Refer to Appendix A for a description of the estimated cost savings and the assumptions supporting the benefits to plan participants.

\textsuperscript{59} The provision would not affect the gross investment rate of return that a given investment instrument would earn. However, the participant receives the investment return net of fees and administrative costs. Reducing these costs would result in a higher net investment return.

\textsuperscript{60} Refer to the Census Bureau, Economic Census, County Business Patterns, by Employment Size.

\textsuperscript{61} Compared to traditional mailing of plan documents, electronic delivery has significantly lower costs. A study of the costs of sending paper purchase orders estimates that moving from paper to electronic delivery of certain documents could reduce costs of producing communications by 36 percent. Refer to Martin Murray, *Electronic Data Interchanges*, Supply Chain Logistics, updated June 11, 2018 available online: https://www.thebalancesmb.com/electronic-data-interchange-edi-2221329.
study produced by the mutual fund industry in connection with the Securities and Exchange Commission’s summary prospectus rule. This study provided per document printing costs for various printing quality (color versus black and white documents). The analysis relied on U.S. Postal Service rates for first class mailing and bulk mailing rates for the postage fees.

Applying these costs to retirement plan participants (total 131 million participants adjusted for likely behavioral responses and eliminating those that receive electronically certain documents) and the number of communications required by law (estimated 8 to 12 documents per participant), this analysis, outlined in Appendix A, finds that total annual savings associated with moving to electronic delivery would range between $450 and $750 million each year, of which an estimated **$250 to $450 million in savings would accrue directly to plan participants annually.**

### III. Participant Outcomes

Behavioral economic research supports the use of electronic communication and tools as a means to overcome inertia and resolve inadequate retirement savings patterns. The economic theory indicates that electronic communication and technology can improve participant interactions and ultimately help participants reach their savings goal. Such technology and electronic communication include automatic enrollment, automatic escalation of deferral rates, default electronic delivery of retirement plan documents, periodic messaging with account or investment information, and access to online tools and investment analysis and education. Each of these contributes to improving participation, participant engagement, as well as improving financial outcomes.

#### A. Enhancing Retirement Savings through Technology

The previous section contains estimates of the aggregate benefits that would accrue from the efficiencies and cost savings of electronic delivery. However, it is important to quantify the various benefits that accrue to plan participants. These benefits are observed through two important advancements in technology: (1) automatic enrollment and (2) technology that improves savings behavior once enrolled. Evidence shows that technology and automation is able to overcome the human tendency toward inertia. When an event – like retirement – looms

---


63 Given the degree of competition for plan administration services, an estimated 50 to 60 percent of the cost savings are likely to pass through to the participant in the form of lower fees and result in higher net investment return. These results are consistent with other estimates of this savings. Refer to Peter P. Swire & DeBrae Kennedy-Mayo, *Update to Delivering ERISA Disclosure for Defined Contribution Plans, Why the Time Has Come to Prefer Electronic Delivery*, April 2018. These estimates are consistent with those released by the Department of Labor in their October proposal. However, these estimates assume a greater number of paper communications, as well as a lower percentage of participants currently with electronic delivery (based on provider data).

in the distance, it is easy to procrastinate or feel as if there is ample time to act. It is important to first, consider the many benefits of automation and technology, and then, in real-time, quantify those benefits.

1. Behavioral Response – Automatic enrollment has long been associated with increased participation rates in retirement savings plans. After more than ten years of experience, automatic enrollment clearly overcomes inertia that most plan participants display when having to affirmatively opt-in to participate in retirement savings. However, empirical evidence provides a fuller picture of participant behavior after they are automatically enrolled.

The most direct way to measure the benefits of default electronic communication to plan participants is through deferral rates or account balances. These straightforward variables provide a tangible way to measure the benefits. Invariably, account balances will accrue more quickly over time, as the deferral rates increase. And as account balances increase, the evidence shows that participants demonstrate greater engagement.

Auto Enrollment Increases Participation – Automatic enrollment is the most common feature when considering measures to overcome inertia. The trend toward automatic enrollment began in earnest in 2006.65 Concern for participation in and adequacy of retirement savings encouraged more employers to adopt automatic enrollment.

The Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS), National Compensation Survey reported that only 6 percent of all workers had a defined contribution plan with an automatic enrollment feature in 2005.66 In 2017, according to a recent Vanguard study of their defined contribution plans, 46 percent of their plans have an automatic enrollment feature.67 However, only considering the largest plans, the percentage with automatic enrollment increases to 63 percent for Vanguard plans.

Overall, defined contribution plan participation is 81 percent, but this figure obscures the benefits of automatic features. Vanguard finds that 92 percent of eligible employees participate in the plan when automatic enrollment is available, but only 57 percent participate when no such feature is available.68

These figures are more significant when we consider the age of the participant. According to a recent Forbes article, workers aged 25 or younger had a participation rate of 27 percent when

---

65 The Pension Protection Act of 2006 allowed employers to automatically enroll workers into such workplace retirement plans as 401(k) plans.
68 These numbers are consistent with the national averages, according to the BLS, where they find that defined contribution rates are 72 percent. Refer to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2019 National Compensation Survey, Table 2, Retirement Benefits: Access, participation, and take-up rates, March 2019. In this case, the take-up rate is the analogous measure, as it reflects for those with a plan, the percentage that are actively participating in the plan.
they had to voluntarily enroll in a plan, compared to 85 percent participation when they were automatically enrolled.\(^69\)

**Few Opt-Out** – These high participation rates have held steady over time, with very few participants opting out of the plan. In addition to automatic enrollment for new employees, many employers are implementing an automatic enrollment ‘sweep,’ referring to periodic attempts to enroll those employees hired before the policy. A recent survey of plan administrators found that 16 percent of plans implemented periodic automatic enrollment “sweeps” for eligible employees that were not participating.\(^70\)

One benefit of these efforts is to identify those employees whose situation may have changed. In many cases, conditions that may have encouraged someone to opt-out previously may no longer be relevant. Therefore, these forms of automation often identify such participants and put them on a savings trajectory. Many believe that this covers those that would not save, in the absence of such a plan. However, despite enrolling participants and retaining them in a qualified plan, inertia still remains an issue.

**Effect of Inertia on Deferral Rates** – Keeping participants in a plan is only the first step toward reaching retirement savings goals; it is also important for the participant to increase their rate of savings overtime. However, this is often not the case, with those that are automatically enrolled, as many remain at the deferral rate prescribed at enrollment. If the initial deferral rate is low, simple inertia may cause some automatically enrolled employees to defer at rates lower than similar counterparts (that actively engage). Therefore, while automatic enrollment can increase participation, it can depress the overall average deferral rates for the plan.

A TIAA Institute study of participant behavior found that “procrastination played an important role in explaining who remains at the default rate.”\(^71\) This study finds significant differences between participants who enrolled prior to the implementation of automatic enrollment, having effects on both returns and deferral rates.

The Vanguard study found automatic enrollment had similar dampening effects on the average deferral rate. Vanguard found that participants in plans with voluntary enrollment had a deferral rate of 7.0 percent, slightly higher than 6.7 percent for those in plans with automatic enrollment.\(^72\)

However, plan sponsors have employed additional technology and automation to eliminate these human tendencies with automatic escalation of deferral rates. Vanguard indicates that two-thirds of plans with automatic enrollment have automatic escalation features.\(^73\) This figure is comparable with another national survey of plan providers, which found that 74 percent of plan

---


\(^{70}\) Cerulli, *DC Recordkeeper Survey Results 2018*, prepared for the SPARK Institute.


providers encourage participants to increase their savings rate through automatic escalation features.\textsuperscript{74}

\textbf{B. Electronic Nudges Improve Engagement – Empirical Evidence}

Research by leading behavioral economists indicates that carefully designed ‘electronic nudges’ will create the proper incentives for participants to improve their retirement savings trajectory.\textsuperscript{75} These nudges take the form of electronic mail and electronic delivery of statements.

Over the past ten years, ICMA-RC, a large provider, has seen nearly a 400 percent increase in participants choosing electronic delivery (377 percent increase), with 62 percent of participants electing electronic delivery in 2018.\textsuperscript{76} In 2012, a system wide effort by ICMA-RC was responsible for educating participants on the benefits of electronic delivery.\textsuperscript{77}

Given the nature and frequency of online activity, by using electronic nudges, plans can encourage participants to view their accounts and make necessary changes to those accounts, as needed. Participant contact, through electronic means, is an important component of improving retirement savings. Once plans have a dynamic means by which to communicate, i.e., electronic delivery rather than paper delivery, they can use various technological tools to improve the participants’ experience.

It is important to mention that the economic literature does not account separately for participant characteristics that may inherently create greater incentives to save or engage in savings behavior. Often, questions arise regarding the direct effect of such a change as moving to electronic delivery and communication. Yet, notwithstanding these questions, it is likely that e-delivery can provide an important nudge towards increasing savings rates.

The economic analysis of electronic nudges represents the subset population of plan participants (subset of the total population including participants and non-participants). Therefore, the participant population demonstrates a bias toward saving. Regardless of how the individual was enrolled in the plan (auto-enroll or affirmative election to enroll), once they begin saving for retirement, the data allow for a controlled experiment between electronic delivery and paper communication.

\textsuperscript{74} Deloitte, \textit{Defined Contribution Benchmarking Survey from Oversight to Participant Experience: Plan Sponsors are Taking Their Fiduciary Role up a Notch}, 2017 Edition.


\textsuperscript{76} ICMA-RC internal analysis of proprietary participant data.

\textsuperscript{77} The 2015 Greenwald & Associates survey found that 84 percent of plan participants find it acceptable to make electronic delivery the default option (with the option to opt-out at no cost to the participant). On average, participants receiving electronic delivery range from 40 to 50 percent. It is important to note, while not widely used, some participants may have been defaulted into electronic delivery using the existing DOL wired at work safe harbor. While the ICMA-RC figures may be higher than average, they are consistent with the electronic habits of most plan participants.
The following sections present the historical data from provider experience with electronic delivery. The analysis does not intend to explain causality, in terms of changes in behavior following electronic delivery. However, consistent with the economic literature, it does demonstrate the relationship between responses to electronic communication (nudges) and improved participant outcomes.

1. **Benefits of Increased Electronic Delivery** – Empirical evidence indicates that plan participants become more actively engaged with their retirement savings program after electronic delivery. Higher deferral rates for participants with electronic delivery indicate a greater degree of engagement with their retirement savings plan. Under the current rules, generally participants must affirmatively elect to receive their plan statements electronically. For some participants, this may indicate an existing degree of engagement, because they initiated the activity. However, the higher deferral rates are a consistent feature of the actual plan activity, based on provider data.

    The blue bar in Graph 11 summarizes the higher deferral rates among participants choosing electronic delivery.78 The average deferral rates for plan participants with electronic delivery was at least 25 percent higher than for those not using electronic delivery.

    The greatest difference was among younger participants, with those under age 30 receiving electronic documents deferring 32 percent more than their counterparts receiving paper documents. For example, one provider indicated that the average deferral rate was 6.04 percent for participants under the age of 30 without electronic communication, while it was 7.77 percent for those that did choose electronic delivery of plan documents. This behavior early in a person’s saving history translates into greater account balances (and better rates of income replacement) at retirement. Refer to the final section for estimates of the benefits.

    Electronic delivery and communication may indicate a plan participant that is more highly engaged in their retirement planning. However, while this may be true for some, it is also likely that electronic communication provides a stimulus or a nudge to encourage the participant to view and engage with their account. The red bar in Graph 11 provides a meaningful sense of the benefits of greater engagement. Participants with four or more electronic communications had even higher deferral rates compared to those that were not digitally engaged.

---

78 Actual participant activity provided by five large plan providers supports this analysis.
It is important to stress that electronic delivery may not be the only factor influencing the participant’s significantly higher deferral rate, but it certainly is an important factor. This economic analysis of electronic nudges considers only the subset population of plan participants (subset of the total population including participants and non-participants). Therefore, the participant population demonstrates a willingness to save. Further, as the previous section details, online habits and electronic communication is the overwhelming practice among all age groups. As a consequence, electronic delivery is simply meeting people where they are. Once doing so, they can be encouraged to take positive steps to enhance their retirement savings experience.

2. **Electronic Communication Leads to Increased Participant Engagement** – Driving participants to a secure website where their retirement plan information is accessible is an important part of improving retirement savings behavior. Therefore, it is important to evaluate whether or not electronic delivery accomplishes this.

One large provider found a significant increase in the number of participants that accessed their account through the website following the electronic delivery of their statement.\(^\text{79}\) Graph 12 displays the spike in website activity after electronic delivery of the quarterly plan statement. This demonstrates the likelihood that the electronic communication acts as a reminder to access the account online.

In 2017, 64 percent of participants with Vanguard accounts contacted the provider. This percentage

---

\(^\text{79}\) Ascensus analysis of proprietary provider data, 2019.
represents a significant improvement over the 57 percent in 2008. Of these contacts, 68 percent of participant contacts were through the secure website. Vanguard reports that, for those using the website, they tended to contact the provider about 15 times per year.\textsuperscript{80} More importantly, mobile access accounted for 25 percent of contacts. Vanguard indicates that this is a relatively new means by which to contact participants, but it outpaced the number of phone contacts by 8 to 1.

For most providers, adequacy of retirement savings is the most important area for communication. Having a secure means by which to communicate, quickly and easily, means that plan participants can educate themselves through the plan site, engage with a wide array of tools, and address shortfalls in their existing saving behavior. A recent survey of retirement plans found more than 90 percent agreed that email and record keeper websites were the best means by which to communicate with participants.\textsuperscript{81}

3. \textit{Access to Online Tools and Educational Resources} – We observe that participants receiving electronic delivery of plan information tend to defer at a significantly higher rate. We also know that once electronic communication exists, the plan can engage in further communication and education, which also results in higher deferral rates. Reaching participants electronically and keeping their attention offers a means by which they can use online tools and educational resources to achieve their retirement savings goals. Graph 13 shows that plan participants with electronic communication are twice as likely to use online tools to evaluate their progress. Lincoln Financial found that participants that engaged with their ‘high-touch, high-tech’ model had 50 percent higher contribution rates.

Innovative online tools offer plan participants an opportunity to evaluate their retirement saving behavior. These tools vary across providers. Historically, the analysis of retirement savings was simply projecting an account balance through a static calculator. However, with defined contribution plans, an account balance did not provide a good sense of savings adequacy. As a result, plans are offering a wide array of tools focused on overall financial wellness.

Empower Retirement shifted its focus from account balances to evaluating monthly income replacement in retirement. This allows the participant to have a clearer sense of adequacy of their retirement savings. Approximately 37 percent of web sessions during which individuals engaged with the landing page tools resulted in savings rate changes; the average savings rate increase was 18.8 percent. In addition, they offered a “How do I Compare” tool, where participants can compare progress with those in comparable demographics (age, gender, income). This tool resulted in a 21.7 percent increase in savings rates.


\textsuperscript{81} Callen, \textit{2018 Defined Contribution Trends Survey}.
Ascensus found that use of e-delivery tends to drive deeper engagement with digital tools that allow savers to more actively manage their retirement savings strategy. In 2018, Ascensus found that when 401(k) participants visited the Ascensus website, they viewed an average of 9 pages per session and remain engaged with the site for an average duration of over 6 minutes.\textsuperscript{82}

Overall, providers overwhelmingly offer tools and education to plan participants, with 100 percent of those surveyed indicating they offer such services. Further 67 percent offered financial wellness and benchmarking or data analysis portals for participants.\textsuperscript{83} In addition to tools for evaluating financial wellness, a recent Callan survey indicated that 75.2 percent of plan providers offered investment guidance or advisory services, with 65 percent offering online investment services.\textsuperscript{84} Likewise, a recent Deloitte benchmarking survey found that providers offer such tools as automatic fund rebalancing service, which is just beginning to see greater participant response.\textsuperscript{85}

C. Projections of Potential Benefits to the Participant, Electronic v. Paper Delivery:

Automation and technology have improved participation rates among workers with access to workplace retirement savings. And once enrolled, electronic communication has measurable benefits to participants through: (1) reduced administrative fees (cost savings passed through to the participant), (2) increased deferral rates, (3) improved savings behavior from electronic communication (fighting inertia and using electronic nudges), and (4) improved investment returns from use of online tools and educational resources.

The assumptions that support the following analysis include: (1) participant is a median salaried individual earning $50,000 at age 35; (2) annual growth rate in this salary is 3.5 percent; (3) initial deferral rate is 3 percent; and (2) average rate of return over the life of the investment is 5.5 percent.\textsuperscript{86}

I. Cost Savings for Participants – Cost savings derived from default electronic delivery of retirement plan documents would accrue to the plan participant in the form of lower fees and greater investment growth overtime.\textsuperscript{87} Given the
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\caption{ASSUMPTIONS FOR PARTICIPANT PROJECTIONS}
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\begin{tabular}{|l|}
\hline
Participant age 35, saves 30 years \hline
Initial salary = $50,000, 3.5 percent annual increase \hline
Deferral rate = 3 percent \hline
Rate of return = 5.5 percent \hline
\end{tabular}

\textsuperscript{82} Ascensus analysis of proprietary provider data, 2019.
\textsuperscript{83} Cerulli, DC Recordkeeper Survey Results 2018, prepared for the SPARK Institute.
\textsuperscript{84} Callen, 2018 Defined Contribution Trends Survey.
\textsuperscript{85} Deloitte, Defined Contribution Benchmarking Survey from Oversight to Participant Experience: Plan Sponsors are Taking Their Fiduciary Role up a Notch, 2017 Edition.
\textsuperscript{86} The assumptions selected for this analysis are intended to represent a hypothetical ‘median’ plan participant. In other words, the assumptions may not necessarily reflect the behavior and/or response of all plan participants. The assumptions and this example are intended to demonstrate the cumulative potential effects of each of these benefits.
\textsuperscript{87} The Federal Thrift Savings Plan has been a leader in electronic delivery of plan information and communications. Beginning in 2006, the instituted default electronic delivery of many documents and plan communication. While other features enable the plan to maintain lower costs (e.g., ability to retrieve certain unclaimed benefits), the Federal plan has had historically lower costs that are passed on to plan participants.
competitive nature of the plan administration industry and the current fee structure, participants are likely to realize the benefits of lower costs for record keepers and plan sponsors.

Under the current fee structure, in large part, plan participants pay or share these retirement plan costs. Cost sharing for the plan services (e.g., recordkeeping and administrative fees, investment options, or tax reporting) take many forms. A recent survey of plan providers of 401(k) and 403(b) plans indicate that approximately 47 percent pay costs that are imbedded in the investment process (wrap fee or added basis points or as a share of investment revenue). The plan participant pays or shares the administrative cost, in all but a limited number of cases (13 percent).

Consistent with the previous analysis, it is assumed that roughly half of the cost savings would pass to the participant. This is expressed in terms of basis points for the rate of return. For instance, if a reduction in costs associated with plan disclosures translated to an increased net investment return of one-half basis point (0.005), participant balances would increase by approximately 9 percent during the accumulation phase holding everything else constant. Graph 14 shows that even with this modest assumption, the participant would realize considerable benefits, with no other changes to their account. Holding all else constant over 30 years, the participant would increase their account balance by approximately 9 percent or $15,014 through increased savings from default electronic delivery.

Graph 14 - Projected Cost Sharing Benefit to Participant from Cost Savings of Default Electronic Delivery
(Dollar Amounts in Thousands)
2. **Increased Deferral Rate for Participants** – Provider experience indicates that participants with electronic delivery have higher deferral rates compared to those with paper delivery. This translates into significant benefits to the participant, in terms of the accumulated account balance. Keeping the same assumptions (refer to Figure 2), following default electronic delivery, if the participant increases their deferral rate and a portion of the cost savings passes to the participant, the benefits are even more dramatic.

Graph 15 shows that increasing the deferral rate from 3 percent to 4.5 percent, coupled with the cost savings from default electronic delivery, would dramatically increase by 63 percent (over paper delivery). The benefits attributable to increasing the deferral rate would increase by more than $96,000 the final savings accumulation over the life of the participant, holding everything else constant.

3. **Electronic Nudges and Auto-escalation to Increase Participant Engagement** – Improving engagement through default electronic delivery is one way to increase deferral rates, however participants can also receive electronic communications (nudges) that encourage them to modify their current level of savings.

In addition, many plans implement an automatic escalation feature. In most cases, if the participant is not engaged actively, the plan would automatically increase the deferral rate each year. However, in situations where the participant is responding to electronic communication and other nudges, the need to automatically escalate the deferral rate would not be necessary. In an effort not to overstate the effects, the analysis assumes that auto-escalations would increase the deferral rate every 10 years – for those participants that demonstrate active engagement. In this case, we can see that the same participant would realize greater account accumulation, holding all else constant.

Graph 16 demonstrates the cumulative benefit of the cost savings, increased deferral (either through direct or auto-escalation actions), and ongoing electronic nudges (education, guidance...
and reminders) would continue to provide greater retirement savings and increased account balance accumulation over time. In this example, the participant could increase their account balance by 114 percent (over paper delivery) or about $91,000 additional savings over the 30-year period, holding all else constant.

4. Improved Investment through Tools — The final potential for benefits to the participant include having access to online tools. As the tools become more innovative and sophisticated, the participant can improve their overall financial wellness. This includes becoming a more informed investor, and receiving greater return on their overall investment, holding all else constant.

One example of a financial tool that could improve investment returns is an automatic fund rebalancing tool. Other examples include peer comparison tools, financial wellness measures, or investment portfolio tools (risk assessment tools). Assuming that these types of tools could increase the return from 5.5 to 6.5 percent, the participant would realize significantly greater benefits from improved engagement resulting from electronic communication.88

Graph 17 shows the final account balance for the participant, with the addition of each incremental benefit received from electronic delivery and communication. Again, the improvement in participant accumulated benefits could reach 149 percent (over paper delivery) or an additional $63,000 of savings over the 30-year period.

88 The increase associated with improved education, asset rebalancing, and greater engagement reflects the most recent Congressional Budget Office assumptions used in their Baseline Projections. Found online at: https://www.cbo.gov/about/products/budget-economic-data#4. Further, proprietary provider data indicates that account performance is likely to improve by 20 percent for those participants that engage with educational financial tools.
5. **Affecting the Timing of Retirement** – An additional benefit of default electronic communication is that the participant may realize their retirement savings goals sooner. This means that, with the proper planning, the participant may be able to retire earlier. As Graph 18 indicates, if the participant intends to reach a $210,000 balance, they would have the option of retiring 7 years sooner at age 58, if they were able to receive the cumulative benefits of electronic delivery and communication (cost savings, increased deferral rates, auto-escalation, and online tools). In the case of participants that had not taken advantage of online tools, they would find that the other benefits (cost savings, increased deferral rates, auto-escalation) could allow them to reach their savings goal at age 61.
Clearly, the cumulative effect of all the benefits available to participants through default electronic delivery and communication would mean that remaining in the workforce until retirement age (65 years in this example) provides the greatest benefit. So, whether the participant chooses to retire sooner, or remain in the workforce, the benefits afforded through electronic communication means that the participant will be made better off.

6. **Benefits to All Participants** – Clearly, having a longer saving horizon generates the greatest and most dramatic benefits for any plan participants. However, the benefits from default electronic delivery and communication are not limited to those younger participants and the newly enrolled.

Consider the case of a plan participant that enrolled at age 35 (keeping all the original assumptions), but through inertia maintained the same savings pattern until age 55. However, at age 55, the participant was default enrolled in electronic delivery and began to reap the benefits of electronic communication (nudges and online tools). This participant would increase their account balance by 73 percent over the baseline case (paper delivery and inertia). More dramatically, if the participant were default enrolled at age 45 and benefited from the electronic delivery, communication, and tools, their account balance would increase by 118 percent over the paper delivery scenario.

This analysis relies on actual provider experience and characteristic differences of those participants that opt for electronic delivery. These participants tend to defer at higher rates, respond to electronic communication and nudges, as well as take advantage of the online tools to improve their investment performance and evaluate their financial wellness.

Having a means by which plans can communicate effectively and efficiently – electronic delivery – allows the participant to become fully engaged and focused on their retirement goals.
IV. CONCLUSION

Many plans would like, as a default, to distribute retirement plan information electronically. All participants would be given the right to “opt out” and receive paper communications at no direct charge. However, current rules stand in the way. The 2019 Department of Labor (DOL) proposed safe harbor reflects the changing nature of electronic communication and improved internet access for all Americans, but in particular for retirement plan participants.

Plan participants’ adoption of digital technology indicates that electronic delivery would provide seamless access to plan information. Further participant views, reported in a 2015 Greenwald & Associates survey, show overwhelming acceptance for the move to electronic delivery as the default delivery method. Participants surveyed indicate an awareness of the many potential benefits of electronic delivery. Allowing plan sponsors to use default electronic delivery would help overcome the inertia that currently results in many plan participants remaining in default paper delivery despite their preference for electronic delivery.

Electronic delivery of retirement plan information provides an efficient, secure, and reliable means of communicating important plan information, which reduces costs and facilitates superior outcomes. Evidence of participant experience demonstrates that they are reaping the benefits of electronic delivery, communication, and tools to achieve superior outcomes.

Behavioral economists have demonstrated the importance of electronic communication and electronic nudges to engage plan participants. Accordingly, in the landmark Pension Protection Act of 2006, Congress promoted the use of “automatic” rules that facilitate “automatic” behavior for retirement savings. The evidence is clear that this shift has had a critical impact on driving superior outcomes through: (1) automatic enrollment; (2) automatic escalation; (3) increased deferral rates; and (4) improved investment choices.

Further, economic theory indicates that in a competitive marketplace, a significant portion of the cost savings will pass through to plan participants (Refer to Appendix A). Allowing retirement plan sponsors to make electronic delivery a default would reduce the costs associated with operating their retirement plans. These cost savings would reduce their overall administrative costs and will ultimately benefit participants, translating to lower expenses – and higher net investment returns – to the participant. This translates to an estimated $250 to $450 million in savings that would accrue directly to individual retirement plan participants annually.

These measurable benefits from default electronic delivery are demonstrated for all participants from current workers to the newly enrolled, and across all age cohorts from younger to older participants alike (Section III). Under conservative assumptions, a 35-year old worker who is defaulted into electronic delivery could have 149 percent (or a cumulative $265,000) more in retirement savings after their working career, through the cumulative effects of electronic communication, direct cost savings, increased deferral rates, engagement with online tools and access to educational resources, in addition to other enhancements like automatic escalation. Collectively, the benefits from default electronic delivery and electronic communication will help facilitate superior retirement saving outcomes.
APPENDIX A – TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION OF COST SAVINGS

Economic incidence theory provides the framework for analyzing the potential benefits passing to participants from reduced costs. Applying incidence theory to this cost savings requires analysis of several aspects of the market, including the: (1) demand for plan administration and the ability of the plan to negotiate pricing (and/or increased services); (2) competition in the market for plan administration; and (3) potential magnitude of the estimated cost savings from allowing electronic delivery as the default delivery method (with a provision allowing the participant to “opt-out” at no additional cost).

1. Incidence Theory – The costs associated with retirement plan administration are similar to a tax on a good or service. When the price of a good or service includes a tax (or in this case a fee), either the consumer or the producer must bear the burden of the taxes or fees. In the case of retirement plan administration, when the fee increases, plan administrators do not always have the ability to pass along these higher fees to the participants. The ability to do so will depend heavily on which party is able to change their behavior (i.e., who has the greatest elasticity).  

With respect to a cost savings from moving to electronic delivery, incidence or burden theory indicates that in competitive markets, the administrator must pass along most of these savings to the consumer or plan participants. In competitive markets, when costs fall, if the administrator does not extend most (or all) of the cost savings to the plan participants, the plans will change administrators in order to benefit from these cost savings. Other administrators have an incentive to extend the lower prices to gain market share.

Figure 2 depicts the potential benefits that would accrue to the plan participants, if plan administrators were to realize cost savings from electronic delivery of plan documents. In this figure, the savings are represented by the downward shift of supply (S₁ to S₂). The demand for the services is represented by D. The upper rectangle (P₁ to P₂) represents the savings that would accrue to the participants. The lower rectangle (below P₂) represents the potential savings that would accrue to administrators. The degree of competitiveness in the market for administrators will influence the size of each rectangle. The price sensitivity indicates that the incidence of this cost savings will flow to the participants.

When the price of a good or service includes a tax (or in this case a fee), either the consumer or the producer must bear the burden of this cost. In the case of retirement plan administration, when the cost decreases, plan administrators do not have the ability to retain these cost savings (in the form of higher profits).

---

The less elastic the demand (i.e., the steeper line D) and more elastic the supply (i.e., the flatter line S), the more the cost savings will transfer to the plan participants. The magnitude of the benefit that passes to the participant depends upon assumptions of the degree of competition in the market and the elasticity of demand for plan administration services. Estimates of the elasticity of supply in competitive markets is about 0.68. \(^90\) Research indicates that empirical estimates of the elasticity of demand range from -10 to zero. \(^91\) However, given the high degree of specialization and the need to adapt to new technologies in plan administration, it is likely that demand is somewhat inelastic.

Incidence theory indicates that the benefit of lower costs will pass to the participant, if the market for plan administration is competitive. Competition in the marketplace means that there are many businesses offering plan administration services and no single plan administrator determines the market price.

2. Demand for Plan Administration – Generally, the ability to negotiate terms for plan administration will increase as the plan size increases. The vast majority of participants are in large and medium size plans. Graph 21 shows that access to pension plans increases as the size of the employer increases. As employment increases, the likelihood of the employer offering a plan also increases. Participation (as shown in the graph) correlates positively with firm size as

---


well. Employees in larger firms are more likely than their counterparts in smaller firms to participate in an employer plan.

In aggregate, these access and participation rates result in the majority of participants (91 percent) in a small percentage of plans (just over 12 percent). Conversely, majority of plans are very small (about 87 percent) and they cover about 13 percent of participants.
3. *Competition in the Market for Plan Administration* – Data from the Economic Census provides a sense of the competition in the market for plan administrators. Graph 22 displays the establishments offering third-party plan administration as well as the corresponding employment, distributed by firm size (defined as the number of employees). Data from the 2016 Economic Census, County Business Patterns by Employment Size Class indicates that there were approximately 4,694 establishments, with nearly 203,000 employees. As the data indicates, about 400 firms have 100 workers or more.

The market for plan administrators is diverse with many large and small employers. The market for plan administration reflects a high degree of entry and exit from the market as well as a degree of consolidation. This suggests a highly competitive marketplace and more importantly, the inability of one or a few firms to control prices – indicating that most or some cost savings would pass through to the retirement plan participants.

---

**Graph 22 - Percentage of Plan Administrators and Employees, by Firm Employment Size, 2016**  
*Source: Census Bureau, Economic Census*

The market for plan administrators is diverse with many large and small employers. The market for plan administration reflects a high degree of entry and exit from the market as well as a degree of consolidation. This suggests a highly competitive marketplace and more importantly, the inability of one or a few firms to control prices – indicating that most or some cost savings would pass through to the retirement plan participants.

---

92 Refer to the Economic Census from the U.S. Census Bureau, North American Industrial Classification System, Third Party Administration of Insurance and Pension Funds (524292). The Census Bureau has not yet released an update to this data set.

93 Four characteristics or conditions must be present for a perfectly competitive market structure to exist. First, there must be many firms in the market, none of which controls individually the market. Second, firms should be able to enter and exit the market easily. Third, each firm in the market produces and sells a non-differentiated or homogeneous product. Fourth, all firms and consumers in the market have complete information about prices, product quality, and production techniques.

94 Refer to (NAICS 524292) U.S. Census Bureau, County Business Patterns by Employment Size Class, 2010 through 2016. Data indicate a high degree of firm births and deaths (entry and exit in the market place) as well as growth or concentration in employment as firm size increases.

95 Conversely, if there were a small number of firms, or if employment were concentrated among a few large firms, this would suggest less competitive market structure. However, plan administrators face considerable competition both from existing firms, as well as new firms entering the market.
Given that there are a large number of plan administrators in the market, and that the market is comprised of a variety of firm sizes, the ability to negotiate prices will depend upon the size of the plan administrator relative to the plan size.

Employers with larger plans have meaningful bargaining power vis-à-vis plan administrators (of any size). The larger plans tend to hold a significant segment of the assets associated with pension plans. Therefore, the plan administrator would want to retain or add larger plans to their base.

Employers with very small plans (fewer than 100 participants) will have less bargaining power when dealing with the larger plan administrators. But if they seek services from the many small plan administrators, they will find that they have greater powers to negotiate.96

This market (supply) for plan administrators and the market (demand) for plan administration is a bi-modal market. In other words, there appears to be two distinct competitive markets for plan administration – one for larger plans and larger administrators and another for smaller plans and smaller administrators.

When the plan has the option to choose another administrator, the administrators must pass along these savings. This would be increasingly important as the cost margins to the providers begin to decrease. In other words, as efficiencies from electronic delivery emerge, plan administrators will face more and more price competition for the services they offer and would need to reflect this in their price structure.

Otherwise, the competition in the market means that another service provider could reduce their prices (pass along the cost savings) to gain market share. Since there are a large number of plans and administrators (large and small plans and administrators) to support competitive market forces, this will induce the administrators to pass cost savings (most or all) to the plans to retain or gain market share.97

4. Estimating the Potential Benefits to Participants – Estimating the savings from moving to electronic disclosure depends upon the scope of documents covered by electronic delivery and the frequency of delivery of those documents, as well as the cost of preparing the documents for mailing. The plan administrator faces certain fixed costs associated with producing the documents, but the variable costs associated with sending the documents would decrease with electronic delivery. The variable cost savings would be attributable to reduced paper costs, printing services, labor associated with mailing the documents, and postage.

To estimate comparable costs for allowing plan administrators to move to electronic delivery (with an opt-out provision), the analysis relies on a study produced by the mutual fund industry

---

96 When smaller plans receive services from the larger plan administrators, these smaller plans may benefit from cost savings negotiated by the larger plans. While they do not have the ability to negotiate directly, they may benefit through the ‘free-rider’ effect of larger plan negotiated savings.

97 Plan administrators also use other services to distinguish themselves from one another. These services include online tools and education to the plan participants.
in connection with the Securities and Exchange Commission’s summary prospectus rule. This study provided per document printing and postage costs for various printing quality (color versus black and white documents). In addition, assumptions regarding the current use of electronic delivery rely on a recent survey conducted by Greenwald & Associates in 2015.

Applying these costs to retirement plan participants (total 131 million participants adjusted for likely behavioral responses and eliminating those that receive electronically certain documents) and the number of communications required by law (estimated 8 to 12 documents per participant), we find that total annual savings associated with moving to electronic delivery would range between $450 and $750 million each year, with an estimated $250 to $450 million accruing to the plan participants.

In brief, the range of estimates relies on assumptions regarding the percentage of plan participants (based on the experience from several large pension plan providers and plan administrators) that currently receive electronic delivery.

Behaviorally, those receiving documents in both formats are likely to transition smoothly to electronic delivery and are less likely to exercise the opt-out option. The remaining participants are likely to have a percentage that will exercise the opt-out option, as the transition to electronic delivery may initially seem less attractive. The lower cost savings assumes a greater percentage (50 percent) of the paper-only participants elect to opt-out of electronic delivery. The higher cost savings assumes that a majority (80 percent) of paper-only participants will continue to receive documents through electronic delivery.

Modest decreases in the costs associated with plan administration are likely to flow through to participants in the form of lower fees. As the fee decreases, the net return increases to the participant, thereby increasing the net return on their retirement savings.

Empirical estimates indicate that an increase in the net investment return received by participants could improve retirement security by 9 percent during the accumulation phase. For instance, if a reduction in costs associated with plan disclosures translated to an increased net investment return of one-half basis point (0.005), participant balances would increase by 9 percent during the accumulation phase, holding everything else constant. In other words, the extent to which these cost savings pass through to participants will influence the net investment return. The reduced fees that pass to the participant as an increase in the net investment return will improve the participant’s rate of accumulation and improve the adequacy of their retirement savings.

---

98 Refer to Investment Company Institute, Cost-Benefit Analysis of the Summary Prospectus Proposal, February 28, 2008, Appendix B.
99 Given the degree of competition for plan administration services, nearly 60 percent is likely to pass through to the participant in the form of lower fees (higher net investment return).
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